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E P I L E P S Y. 
SYNONY? IS . 
No useful -ou.tpose wc;_-.1d baserved Í_y enuerating all 
h na-fflas by 1;hlcñ epilepsy has been described, inas- 
-luch as 1-1y cf them have fallen into complete disuse; 
The follo:ing are the most important. 
L'ï;pileprie (French); rallsuch.t(German); Epilepsia 
Caduco ( Italian); Epilepsin fallendsot ( Scanda- 
navian ); Lpileria, Epilepis (Greek); Epileptica 
parsis, T?orbus sacer, Yorbus co-.iitalis, Morbus 
major, Yorbus Herculeus, }.'Iorbus mensalis, Yorbus 
c nrivialis. Morbus insputatis, liurbuS viridellus 
vel vitriolatus, T.;torbus sonticus, ". orbus caducus, 
:;;.orbus unicatus, Yorbus foedus, Morus sideratus vel 
; u -, Morbus C ,} s,rLli Morb s cl tu _Lora  ei "i u _.oi .t a t a s, s s s s, D z c .,, s 
doemoniacus, Passio caduca et perdita, Analepsia, 
Ap oplexi s parva (Latin). 
D 'IMIT ION. 
OYr,ing to the variety of opinion held regarding ; the 
nature of the disease a definition to coincide with 
the views of the numerous writers on this protean, 
variable, and uncertain malady can scarcely be for- 
mulated. The writer believes the following will 
cover the essential phenomena of the disease. 
Epilepsy is a condition affecting the .brain 
characterized by recurrent paroxysms of sudden onset 
and variable duration, -the latter usually short - 
s 
with i mpair_1ent or loss of conci  ousness and a similar 
A 
condition of motor coördination, with or without 
convulsions. 
HISTORY. 
The writer believes himself justified in saying 
that there is probably no nervous disease which has 
been more extensively written upon - even in ancient 
times - than that under consideration. "e find 
references to it as. early as the tenth century, when 
it figured in the text of Avicennes. Hippocrates 
called it "Iepon nosema ", or sacred malady, and 
"pathospaideion ", or malady of children, believing 
that the attacks had their origin always in early 
infancy and never later. Plata and Aretaeus advanced 
the theory that the disease sprang from a thirst for 
gold, and ecçually absurd and unreasonable exolanaticps 
are found in the writings of the fathers of medicine. 
3 
The older French writers were dilient investigators, 
but with them prevailed the tenaency to ex:7;lain the 
origin- of the disease by mysticism, and among any 
it was' su-lyeosed to bear' some connection with the 
comin of St. JoMn. 
The popular humoural theory of the malady origina- 
ted byMercurialis was afterwards opposd by 
Averrhoes and Fernel, but for years a-rterwards found 
adherents. Bouchet and CausaUviell maintained that 
the disease was inflammatory - a view that was vig- 
orously combated by Bouilland and Dillasiauve. The 
theory of Broussais - whiCh was and is the basis of 
the conclusions of modern investigators - is that it 
is dependent uuon cerebral irritation- It is hardly 
necessary to refer to the many untenable and curious 
attempts that have been made to explain the pathotogy 
of the malady; suffice it to say that many of them 
were as extravagant as that of Vepper, who considered 
that the pineal gland was t'e seat of the affection 
- a conclusion in Which Descartes coincided. rar- 
shall Hall was the first writer to advance the theory 
of reflex irritation, believing that gastro-enteric 
or uterine irritation, actd7tponthe brain. In 
later years Schroeder Van der Kolk, Reynolds, and 
others have written quite fully upon the part played 
by the medulla, while since then numerous Trench and 
German writers (Bourncville, TTeynert, Sor:Imers, TTagges, 
etc.) have attached much importance o the discovery 
of sclerosis of certain structures ling at the 
floor of tie lateral ventricles. Huchlings- Jackson 
b- his elaborate and exact researches as to cerebral 
localization has perhaps >-iven the greatest impetus 
to our knowledge of epilepsy and opened up a new- 
field of i--vestigatior? in Which workers since his 
day have indeed reaped a golden harvest, as the vast 
proportions of existing literature abundantly testi- 
fies. 
GEO^RAPHICAL DISTRI-3UTIOIJ. 
Of all nervous diseases epilepsy none are so 
iniquitous as e.pilepsy, and enticn is made of it 
in all countries possessing a medical literature.or 
in .:'rich medical science has gained a footing. It 




That heredity plays a most important part in the 
Fanesi of epilepsy cannot be denied. Some writers 
have traced 50 per cent of their cases to some here- 
ditary predisposition. Insanity, epilepsy, and 
pulmonary tuberculosis in ancestral history stamp 
their constitutional imprint upon the unfortunate 
descendant, and the histories ofcases published from 
time to tima in the medical press will show the 
extent of saturation that 1:lay exist in paternal or 
maternal branches and the evoltion of this disease 
in male and female subjects.- 
Gowers found that in 1218 cases, 429, or 35 per 
cent, presented evidence of neurotic inheritance. 
Echeverria estimated the proportion of hereditary 
'cases at 23 per cent, vihile Reynolds fixes it at Zl 
per cent. The statistics of other writers are 
etlually significant, and some S.Ilow a larger propor- 
tion of cases with hereditary history than these. 
So fai' as the history of hereditary influence is 
known, it appears that females are more apt to 
present this form of epilepsy than males, and, accord 
in7 to Gowers's investiFations, the transmission 
comes from the mothers side more freouently than from 
the other. So far as the writer's enquiries have 
gone, he has found insanity more often among the pro- 
genitors of the epileptic than any other nervous 
disease, and in many cases pulmonary tu:berculosis. 
He is inclined therefore, to wive greater weight to 
this relationship than Nothnagel and others. Anstie, 
Bastian, Savage, and otherLauthorities have pointed 
out not only the close connection between pulmonary 
tuberculosis and epilepsy, but between the former 
disease and migraine with the more serious convulsive 
affection. 
It is long since dissimilar heredity was estab- 
lished as a factor in epileptics, and writers upon 
111.o subject mention hysteria, suicide, somnambulism 
chorea, gemral paralysis, etc., amongst the ante- 
cedents of the disease. Nothnagel, Hammond, 72:_oreau 
de Tours, and others consider drunkenness as of 
important etiological si7nificance. The frequent 
coexistence of these maladies in the same individual 
proves their relationship to the disease under 
consideration. Peau, horel, Delasiauve, Lase-que and 
others, on the other hand maintain that similar 
heredity is extremely rare in epilepsy, and Louis 
roes so far as to deny it altogether. The older 
writers mention it; and it, therefore, ap-oears to be 
.less frequent than th.e other form of heredity des- 
cribed. 
Eilepsy may be directly or indirectly trans-mitted, 
i.e., it 1.,lay be effected through ascendants or the 
collaterals. Echeverria and Bourneville believe that 
similar heredity is more frequently indirect AtaiTis- 
tic heredity is often observed, the malady passin7 
'ro'n the 7randfather to the grandson without af!Tectin. 
the son. Sometimes it happens that elDilepsy Tnanifest 
itself at the same age in two successive r3nerations 
(12orochronous hereditY); but usually anticipation 
occurs in t:Lle descendants, i.e. they are attacked at 
an earlier aF:e t7-fan the ascendants. The disease rmy 
show itself ir the sor before its apl:earance in the 
fahr under sùc:1 circumstances. 
Trousseau and Boudin ascribe an important part to 
consanguinity as a congenital predisposin7 factor 
to epilepsy; morbid consanrruinity may :ive rise to 
all sorts of dep:enerations and to epilepsy in partic- 
ular, but that the sate re cult would follow_the 
of kindred partnts free from every athc- 
lorTical taint cannot be proved. 
Amon the causes af-flectinr7 the ascendants may 
also be mentioned a dispropottion ir the are of the 
parents, especially a greater are cf t'-c. mother. 
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of this opinion, for there were terrors produced by 
slight causes out of all proportion to the intensiLy 
of the emotions in nearly every instance. Be that as 
it may, that the foetus reacts strongly under the 
emotions of the mother and, therefore participates 
in her convulsive movements cannot be denied. In 
this connection the frequent 'existence of mental 
disturbances in subjects of illegitimate birth is 
suggestive. 
The application of forceps, retention of the head 
for an inordinate time in the pelvis, and asphyxia 
from compresSion of the umbilical cord, are among the 
more er less problematic causes that have been 
advanced as capable of producing eiAlepsy in he 
infant her at he tilne of birth or durin the 
first few weeks of life. The habit of placing the 
infant.alays on the sane side (as likely to produce 
an obliquely- oval deformity of the cranium) and the 
use of close fitting caps, in countries ',here they 
ait still employed, are among the hygienic faults 
that have likewise been incriminated. Amon oLher 
factors said to be predisposing, the influence of 
which it is often difficult to demonstrate positively 
ara, when the child is at the breast, defective 
hygiene, omotions and especially alcoholism in the 
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only 05 per cent. Seventy four per cent of all his 
cases began under twenty. Gower, analysing the 
number of cases for each year from 1 to 71, mentions 
that no less than 13.'3 per cent. of the whole bean 
durina the first three years of life. In this group 
he includet no case of simple infantile convulsions, 
but only euch as began in infancy and continued as 
chronic epilepsy. The number of cases is largest at 
the first year; falls rapidly to the third year of 
age, then more slowly until five, when for the entire 
period of life the minimum occurs. From this there 
is -a considerable rise at seven, the co=encement of 
the second dentition, then a fall at eight, from whicl 
the number increases'elowly at nine and ten, rapidly 
at twelve until the maximum is reached at fifteen. 
ce sixteen, at ehich 166 and 167 cases occurred.. 
Free this ti-re there is a rapid fall to tvienty one, 
after which each year only a few cases were recorded. 
SEX 
Authorities differ as to the coerparative frequency 
of epilepsy in the two sexes. In Gewers'e cases [74.6 
per cent. were males, and b4'4 per cent. feales. On 
the whole females apeear to he more affected about 
eclually with male s. 
1.2 
Hare (Epilepsy; Its Patiac log:. and Treatment, p. 
102) places little relianc on of the figures 
presentod by noted writers on this point; he places 
the greater nurfqbe,r of cases ECTI.Onr: men. 
13o,-vd arion' 14& cases fou.nd one-third more men than 
women. 
Althaus (Diseases of the Nervous System, p. 122) 
in a collection of 41000 cases found 2L,60 :ales 
and 2,462 females. 
. Osier (The Principles and Practice of Medicine, 
1c:302, p 10S'41) does not at.:;ribute to sex. any etiolog- 
ical influenc. (In 'ids 43., cases, 232 were men and 
203 were v.roen.) After pu-berty, however, he 
considers mon to be more liable than women. 
Echeverria in 306 cases had 130 men and 176 women, 
but he believes the disproportion in the two sexes 
was due to soue extent to the peculiarities of hcspit 1 
accouodation. 
PACE. 
Epilepsy makes no distinction in its selection as 
regards race. 
OCCUPATION 
The occupation of the individual, YLatever its 
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-;-ale to assign a single epecial c:Laracteristic. 
It i2 especially during the tertiary stage of sylDhlis 
that epilepsy shows itself with particular frec¡uency.- 
It may then be dependent Upon the most varied lesions, 
such as gamma of the brain, lesions of the cranial 
bones, of Lhe meninges, of the cerebral vessels, etc. 
Syphilis is one of the oldest-established causes of 
epilepsy, and ite cerebral lesions have received 
special study and descrixtion at the hands of Hugh- 
lings Jackson, Charcot, Buzzard, Fournier and others. 
It seems, however, that the existence of material 
lesions does not here exclude the influence of all 
neurepathic-predisposition; for a large number of 
syhilities suffering from epilep s:y. belong to neuro- 
tic families. The cerebral localisation of the 
lesions i. believed by many to be contributed to by 




This would appear to be freciuent and important 
A 
etiological factor, and the had injuries may be 
recent, or remote. It is mite commen to find old 
fractures, with depressions tha5 have existed for 
years without any seening bad effects, suddenly 
lighting up -convulsions after the influence of sore 
ja 
new excite-ment. Under such circumstances the de- 
pressed bone is ciUit apt to "ive rise to symptoms 
sug-estive of Tileningeal irritation and inflammation, 
so that th:e diagnosis is comparatively easy. Several 
observers have called attention to epilepsy wIich has 
been undoubtedly due to cicatrices not only of the 
scalp, but elsewhere, and these may or may not be 
found in association with osseous lesions. The 
literature of the subject is replete with curious 
cases which go to show that eilepsy may occur 
fro 71 a few da-L.-s to many years - even twenty - after 
the initial head-injury. Unsuspected cortical 
pressure, the inner table being alone depressed, is 
common, in fact, the cases in which the most serious 
lschief is done seem to be t ose where the only 
external evidence of violence is the contused scalp. 
As a consec¡uence cf such. injury exostoses may develop. 
ALCOHOLIS7T. 
Alcoholism of the chronic intoxications has per- 
haps been most susected of the production of epil- 
epsy. Chronic ifnbibition of alcohol acts undoubtedly 
by way of causing debility, and it may play a pro-f.- 
inent part in heredity. But it is claimed as a fact 
that acute alcoholism is a powerful exciting factor 
91 
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to it absorb nearly aL.ays a certain amount of 
alcohol with it. Cadeac and Meunier, of Lyons, 
state that the evil effects of this licid are not 
due alike to all the essences which enter into its 
composition. The esLence of anise in particular is 
of the greatest toxicity, but the esLence of absinth 
has little deleterious effect uon the human organism. 
PLUILTIOL 
According to man noted writers, epilepsy may be 
due to chronic lead poisoning. Leuret and others 
regard it as constituting a very favourable field for 
the developm, of the disease, and as a powerful 
exciting factor of nervous manifestations of every 
kind, and is said to frecluently produce acute epileps:', 
in serial. attacks with delirium, - the status 
- may terminate in death. The writer 
whilst not doubting the power of this agency t6 
excite toxic convulsive phenomena, believes that the 
comparative rarity of such intoxication makes it an 
ifreciuLent cause of epilepsy. 
TOBACCO. 
Many cases appear in the literature which would 
seem to show that intense poisoning from nicotine is 
capable of undermining the system in certain individ- 
IF 
uals rendering thtn more susceptible to epilepsy. 
Gower lls of a boy whose epilepsy cant on as the 
apartnt result of frec,uent nausea caused by -working 
in a tobacco factory. 
OTHER TOXIC AGENTS. 
Cocaine, ergot, opium, ether, chloroform, morphine, 
etc., have btin cited as able to evoke un attack df 
epilepsy. 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES., 
The infectious diseases may in predisosed persons 
determine the starting point for epilepsy. 
fover see:ils Lo lead to epileps, ' r.:!Ore than 
any other, and does so mainly by its renal con:plica- 
tions. 
Whooping-eouh has. 'been proved to be etiological 
in a certain number of cases. In view of the severit 
and freciuency of pertussis it is surprising that iL 
is not more often the cause of epilepsy; for the 
brains -of children dyin during the paroxysm of 
couhing are found engorged with .blood. 
Among the other conditions of this class to 
which epilepsy has been ascribed are; enterica, typhu 
llow fever, malaria, diphtheria, insolation, 
pneumonia, measles, meningitis, and influenza. 
ErOT TOKAIfiTToor..,_ 
Ar eniloptio ou..TI 11)1of-,11.1=itiAi bfe.i4fg. 
predisposed person by a O).'0 TtA7J§ irOtgiel§ Si§,03k 
of te ervous systw:n, suol, 
pro10-F7ed ariety. These p=1-10i(10.1 
are assoeiated wit' ovore;ottubilit!v 
favourable to .te evolution of (7o!lviaoilm, 
At t?:7e ,:ianstrul periods theso e06-1,(1 act ntre 
.powerfully by reason of the nervous suscptl'-fllt-7.f 
wich acco,7paies this physiolocical er;rdit. 
convulsive discharge sometimes follows imp7diately 
after the emotion has been experienced, 'out tT7is is 
not always the case. The nervous depressic77.! see 
ing emotional shocks may last for so-le ti=e, amd 
attack may -!,.ay supervene durin7 the astyenic state, 
occasionally lon,, after te initial cause. A:i 2-,2,i1-7, 
sy which manifests itself in con7ectio7, 71t:7 
fri7ht-may bece,:qe definitel7 established ìd flt-t 
iy ti:leretttstap-ear without aparont 
In other irEtances te attac1 7 onenrs 
excitir Infloence is run1T1,1100; r,zw iv7- 
sta7ce, t7,Ie cirtt cf 4 dead. 1-.0tv, or 
T7locd frc tnjuryloc. SoottrAs, 
is merely te 'IxellIdo of t1)0 attelVI4':10 ' 
1.'"!7e result of terri 
a prt r t' Ltt 
tl'nat 7!:.e secs a wafffh yJ 
,0=,.3. 
s 
fear of being run over makes him fall uncorpous; 
hut nothing in reality corresponds to this vision. 
The emotion is really a part of the paroxysm, but the 
eatient reeribers it and blames it for the attack. 
In the sae was nightm.ares have been incriminated 
as causing nocturnal at Lacks. 
NASTUEBATIOH. 
It is a mater of great difficuly to estimate the 
nu7Ther of cases of epileps due 'his.cause; it is 
a popular etiological factor. The writer does not 
believe, 'even in the face of he numerous alleged 
cases that TJave been recorded, that the habit of 
self-abuse often results in genuine eilepsy. So 
far as can be ascertained, onanism is practiced by 
epileptics as by healthy boys, and when 
indulged_ in is due to the congenital moral deficiency 
hich is so co=on, especially in hereditary cases. 
The oft-repeated act 1-owver, give rise to a 
fon:ti of thedisease, of the nature of the petit mal, 
in rare instances. 
While the writer does not place muck reliance on 
the claims that have been made regarding the frec...»ent 
det;endence of epilepsy. upon preputial irA.tation, 
or that it :ay arise from PHYMOSIS or urethral 
STRICTURE, he does not deny that some cases have 
originated in difficulties of the kind, and especially 
the former. Disease of the TESTICLES in cert-ain 
cases plays a part in its. f.,enesis, and Lierfey (Gaz. 
med du Strasburg, 18;i6, xvi, 10L-107) descries an 
epilepsy apparentl-y due to testicular PRESSURE. 
The alleged sexual causes are any, and sore of them 
very- doubtful. Voisin dilates at length upon the 
abuse of COITUS as a determininr:- cause cf epila-esy. 
Some epileptics have fallen into a fit durin7 the 
act or soon afterards. 
VESICAL CALCULUS. 
Tyis ?.qust be a rare cause of epileps:, still 
observations of Duncan (Edin. Med. Jour., 166, 
:Tuscroft (Arch. Sci. and Pract. Med. and 
Surg., luth. 1'660), and one or two others, have 
hewn that the' re7:Loval of a stone was felloed 'oy a. 
cure of ...;7e eileptic condition. 
GASTRIC DISORDERS. 
nu-1y writers dwell upon these, and utoiall. 
Paet, whe speas of u gastric 
cases. While the :%;.Cit,U1 COOL ft úv th VH:1 
etiological influence of diestive derangement, he 
has witnessed examples in which disorders of his 
kind markedly influenced the precipitation of attacks 
and -che duration if the malady. 
DEITTITION. 
Most writers are areed that epilepsy may ap.»ear 
in connection with dental disturbance. The fre- 
quency of convulsions in young infants is well knwon. 
The opinions of physicians who confine their atten- 
tion entirely to diseases Of children, and w7:-.10 have 
had .a large experience therein may be taken as 
valuable testimony. Gowers believes that many cases 
cf epilepsy date from infantile convulsions, and has 
observed that in many cf them the first fits occur 
during retarded dentition, co=only with other indi- 
cations of. rickets, as definite convulsions, or as 
minor attacks, these persisting to puberty, to become 
decidedly epileptiform thereafter. This suests 
that the early convulsions produce a lasting mdifi- 
cation of the brain, and one which facilitates the 
tendency to discharge at the developmental epoch. 
Gowers remarks that some such influence must be 
ascribed to infantile convulsions in about one- 
tenth of the total number of cases of epilepsy; that 
the popular connection of these fits with the pro- 
cess cf teethinF; has probably very slight foundation 
in fact; a sliht local irritation may have an 
exci-cin influence, the general retardation cf develo 
beinp:., however, the chief factor, 
Holt (Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 1900, 
p. 243) states that ir sì)ite of his former opinions 
to the contrary he now admits that dentition may 
produce reflex symptoms sometimes of a serious 
character. 
Clouston, of Edinbur7h, affirms that he has seen 
convulsions due ',c) dentition follo-,;ed by prolonged 
delirium endinr in true epilepsy. 
Jacobi is of the opinion that every convulsion, 
ever so sliFht or short, may produce haemorrhage 
withinthe cranial,cavity with epile-osy. 
Voisin (Lepilepsie, 1621 p. 23) say that 
epilepsy is above all the malady of infancy; that it 
makes its first apearance at birth, but genrally 
it is at the moment of dentition that the first 
manifestations present themselves; in these cases 
dentition is the key-note of the hereditary predis- 
position. 
Supported by opinions suc. as those cited, the 
4. 
writer affirms that difficult dentition excites 
reflex convulsions which in time merge into true 
epilepsy, when actinF upon an individual suffering 
froIi inherited constitutional diseases such as 




Watson (practice of Physic) believes that the 
siEht of a rson in a fit is capable of throwing an 
onlooker into a similar condition, and considers it 
possible that this may be due to imitation, or to 
feigning, or to hysteria. 
TN does not doubt the epileptic nature of the 
induced phenomena. He emphasises the freoiuency with 
which patients who have already had epilepsy will 
fall into a convulsion at the sigh.t of another one; 
and affirms that those net previously af-r'ected may 
.acc.i.uire the disease in this way; and even that the 
.disease will nOw and then run through a boarding 
school or through the ward of a hospital. 
KIDNEY DISEASE. 
In diseases of the kidneys complicated with 
uraemia the convulsions are attributed to a posion 
circulating in the blood as exerting an irritan± 
331 
action upon the central nervous system; but one may 
ask if this is not simply an exciting cue. acting 
upon a neuropathic subject who is oredisposed to 
esrebrospinal reactions. Indeed, the varied clinical 
forms of uraemia would lead ile-to suppose that since 
all persons do not react alike to the a.Jle blood 
alteration they raust present different oranic pre- 
disocsitions. Convulsive attack in Uraeic -eoison- 
in!z raly develop without a warning or ba preceded by 
such symptoms as pain in the head, restlessness, and 
malaise: 
Osier (Practice of Medicine, 1690 affirms that 
such convulsions may be general and identical in 
character with those of true epilepsy-, 2xcept as 
regards the epileptic cry. Furthermore, they may 
occur in rapid succession, the patient being uncon- 
scious during ne intervals between the oarox's-Jas, 
and the temperature subneral. When the convulsions 
of uraemia are followed by helliiphlegia, or -rnonople0a 
established, or[7anic epilepsy zLay be the result. 
YENSTRUAL DISORDERS. 
Nearly 11 observers are agreed that disorders of 
rlenstruation may produce nurilercus neuroses to whic. 
'epilepsy is perhaps the chief. Voisin and Gowers 
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carfied to te brain, or the curebru:-a innay be 
poisoned by the general septicaeraic state or reflex 
convulsions rila be induced by the local infla3n.ation 
itself. vans has described facial neuralgia anong 
other epileptic disturbances than convulsions 
sometimes occur during 4..regnanc:.7. 
due to pre7nancy or maternity is apt c assue a very 
serious as:ect. One should, however, avoid falling 
into t7,1e co=on error of designating as eclapsia 
all 'the conv'Llsions wirich are manifested at the tilae 
of parturition. H;steria is likewise freuentl; 
called forth at this 71.0.r:tent, and in this way on maY 
account for t7f7.e bonignancy of certain orbid states 
v:hich are called eclaTqptic and -::Then the convulsive 
crises have been numerous are even accom-Qanied by 
elAvabi on of t empe rature . 
ELECTRIC SHOCKS. 
An epileptic attack has been induced by a shock of 
electricity, ti?0 suject of sae boing already a 
su-.7ferer or earing a T:)redisosition to the malady. 
TTEART DISEASE. 
Apart fro': 1 the freency ef heart tro.Thle - 
functional and organic - in oilepsy, there are 
9. 
cases in which 
A 
cardiac lesion precedes and, in all 
probability, causes te epilapsy. Such. cases are, 
however, rare, and mostly occur late in life, very 
rarely in childhood. They are most often seen in old 
a 




Voisin states that among the determining causes of 
epileptic convulsions, sleep is w;Lthout doubt the 
most frecluent. Fe -mentions the fact that all writers 
agree on this subject; and also that Lesague was so 
much convinced that sleep was, so :Lc 
ponent part of the epileptic attack that he expressed 
the opinion that any nocturnal convulsive at'.ack was 
of epileptic origin. 
HYDROCEPHALUS. 
Jacobi mentions t7-at he as seen cases of epilepsy 
of later years due in r-reat part to the co-pression 
of an oririnally norlial brain in an abnormally 
compact and uniformly contracted skull; hut more are 
due to, or con-ected with, a prerature Partial 
synostosis, it is-the fate of many epileptics to have 
a co-iparativel-': ariall cranial circn--Iforance and an 
ai)solutely asy,7-ietrical shape. 
FOCAL LESIOITS 07 THE BRAIN. 
Qeneral or :artial epilepsy consti'Gutes cre 
te fnnda,nental syriptorls of cerebral tu.icurs - 
nlllercles, various reo-olass, 
exostoses, a7-)scesses, atroph7, scerosis, etc. 
4 
predisnosition which can traced in additior tc 
the predo--qinatinc-, causes enurated seem ìere less 
essential; still it is certain that lesior- of ti-le 
sae nature and si-Tilarly 1,1cated are acccmparied 
by convulsions in one case and not in another. 
Sometimes t'ie lesion itself see-is lerely to create 
a tendency to t'qe disease, and the epilepsy super- 
venes only in connection with so-e moral or physical 
Crock. Thus Dowers describes the case of a child in 
71-'13 
perfect 17.ealth who swallowed a lead pencil 
Pours afterwards it had a severe epileptic fit; two 
months later it died and a 7lio:m was found in tTe 
pons VarolLim. 
EYE STRAIN. 
It sees certain tilat errors of refractior,necess- 
itatinr as they do efforts of accomodation, may 
cause epilepsy. The point has however been long 
3!. 
debated; Stevens (Functional nervous diseases; 
Prize Essay, Royal Academy of '..Tedicire of Bel7ium, 
-163) describes the ocular conditions ht 140 cases of 
epilepsy, and concluded that the 2.eneral results of 
these exainations have -been to demonstrate the 
existence of refractive ano,nalies ir a considerably 
7reater proportion than has been found by other obser- 
vers in their examinations of the eyes of school 
children. Stevens, in 100 consecutive cases, found 
hyoerriletropia, viith hypermetropic asti7matis-fil in 59; 
'myopia with myopic asti7matism in 23; and emmetropia, 
or refractive errors less than one diontrt- in 18. 
He therefore, that errors of refraction 
procl.ncin eye-strain, are poett factors in the 
causation of etilepsy. It is in.terestinr to note that 
Ranney (New York Med. Jcur, Nov. 22, 1902) has mar- 
kedly hentfited rilemtic 1,7,y treain7-the ocular 
anomalies alone. Others - 1.anticiJlarly Gould (Amer- 
ican :Tedicine, vol. lv, 70. 1- p, 2, July 5, 1902) 
reort similar el;eriences. 
WORT-S. 
Amon7 the eccentric causes of e-jlepsy have been 
mentioned intestinal worY,s, but he -riter is convin- 
ced that it is too often the fashion to ascribe 
32. 
convulsions in children to intestinal parasites; in 
very young children, moo- :'-evar, there are frec1uent ex- 
amples of the disease in which the attacks are pre- 
cipitated by worms. The fits s.re usually wer-r 
severe, and not recrular in their ap;,es:ranc occurr- 
in- at ni - r }ìt -t i 1e more often than duri n; the d 7, 
and, I.;Y'ourrh the y usuall ?r disap "ear when t} e bowels 
are cleared of their iri,-itatin * occupants, ii.-7 recur 
f 
rhen once i ittated, even thou7h i.,,nthellAntles of 
the most powerful kind Lre employed. 
GALL STONES 
These are mentioned by Ross as anotber eccentric 
cause of the disease, but the writer has never seen 
a case of this nature. 
CARIOUS TEETH. 
Baly (Lond. Ted. Gaz. 1 %F1, xlviii, 
Booth (Amer. Jour. _ ed. Sci., 1870, JT.S.,lix, 278), 
and numerous others, have reported cases of epilepsy 
due to carious teeth. A wisdom tooth, for instance 
has been known to produce C1- . violent inflammation 
that olitis media followed, and with it sl?hsecy:_ ent 
extension to the brain has occurred. 
EPILEPTOGENIC ZONES' 
For a variable period the morbid predisposition 
33. 
Fe-.-aain in a latent state, *:flen it suddenly shows 
itself after an ar, are,Itly 1' cant cause, such 
as indipstion or an affection of the ear. It see-_-ns 
that there is ir cases of this kind an epileptogenic 
zone ljhich varies in each individual, but vfl.ose 
irritation is usually sufficient to produce an 
epileptic fit. Thus the attack has so-setimes followed 
wounds of nerves. It was by irritatin7 or cutting the 
sciatic nerve that Brown-S4quard as able to render 
guinea-pig,s epileptic. 
Certain painful irritations such as neuronata seern 
to have been the cause of convulsive attacks in man. 
In confiration of this view it is a fact that the 
atacks ceased after the extirpation of the cicatrix 
or the tumour. When traumatic lesions of a nerve are 
present, safaeimes a very slight irritation of the 
skin, either in the distribution of the nerve or 
.elsewhere, suffices to brin7 on an attack. Thus it 
has been observed that pinching of the skin over an 
inflased sciatic nerve was enour7h to throw the patient 
into an epileptic fit. Such cutaneous epileptogenic 
zones may be present in trigeini1 neuralgia at the 
level of tine painful spots. Furthermore the exis- 
tence of epileptoc;3nic zones on the surface of the 




is been described, .l:ere contact of such zones beinr7 
sufficient to produce a fit. They have been discov- 
ered c1'ief1L, on -!,e skin cf the neck and hand, on the 
_ ad, the temple, the al&e nasi, The lips, and about 
the internal cauituis of the eye. 
AURAL AP-PECTIONS. 
Disease of the internal ear or injury of the uem- 
ooral bone has been 7:noyin to rive rise to the most 
obstinate and violent epileptic seizures. Westmore- 
land (Atlanta Med. and Sur7. Hour. 1.87-77, xiv, 71_7- 
719) and others have repor'ed such cases, but more 
often the epilepsy is cnl- s---,Iptc-mtic of pachy,--eninT- 
tis or a'nscess. Cases 7-eve even been described in 
whiek the seizur was Produced at will ley irritatir- 
the auditory meatus, or by blo-dnr- into it. 
Epileptic fits are particular1-7 Drone to result from 
irritation of t-rs auditory nerve. Tl-ey may he caused 
py the presence of fore in 7:odies or insects in the 
external auditory meatus. Accordi-- to :7a7nin and 
7ocart, epilepsy in dos is often due tc the presence 
f -.:orris in canal. yere c-ire follows 
the e;:traction of he foreirm ao4ies. Still the 
disease ay persist -fen consective lesions of the 
ear have develor,ed. Auricular ef,ilepsy is often met 
3S" 
with in ccnsecyuence of ordinar-- inflam1at6ry lesions 
of the auditory canal and the Eustachian tube. Chronic 
otitis may be complicated with convugive at'.acks, and 
these may 0i ap-pear with the lesion. Aff fores of 
paroxysms are observed in consequence of lesions of 
the ear; vertiginous attacks-however, are most fre- 
quent. Indeed., if t he predisposition in patients 
sufferin7 from aUticular vertigo were inquired after 
it would often be found. 
DISEASE OF T "E RESPIRATORY ORGANS. 
Borie and others have traced the origin of epilepsy 
to lesions of these parts, such as laryn ̂,i tis, trau- 
matism of the larynx, and pI l-lor r.,r affections, es- 
pecially those of the pleura. Convulsive attacks 'gave 
also followed operations unor the later membrane. 
SPIITAL LZSIOI?S. 
Lesions of the soinal cord have been described as 
rodt?cing. epilepsy. Brown-Se cyuar d' s experiments in 
this connection are well Mown. He was al -le to pro- 
duce the disease in -uinea -pi,s after cor!?plete trans- 
verse section of the posterior ooll?rns and of the 
posterior horns of the cord, as well as by division 
of the lateral or anterior coláms, and simple puncture. 
Irritation of epilepto7enic zones of the face and 
likewise inducetconvulsions. 
A nurbor of cases have beer observed in man in 
which. epi1epsy was due to compression of the cord by 
trau1atis7:1, 1737 a tuTicur, and by some vertebral affec- 
ion. Chipault mentions u.nc7,, siATfrini7 
from Pott's disease her-an to have atacks 
from the moment that the cerebrospinal fluid escaped 
from a fistulous openin7. 
/ 
Brown-Sequard a different condition under the name 
of spinal epilepsy, whic7n -manifests itself when the 
continuity of the cord is brokenin one of its halves. 
It consists of clonic- and tonic convulsions, usually 
excited by cold, friction of the muscles and cutaneous 
irritations, but the; are seTtimes very violont vie: 
arising spontancousl:. In the same cate7ory has been 
described (Charcot, Vulpian) epileptcid tremor which 
occurs in slow co,21pression of t e cord, anyotrophic 
lateral scelerosis, hemiphle7i 7.. with contraction, 
hypertrophic cervical pachitis and in other 
affections characterised by secondary or pri-mry 
de7eneration of the lateral columns of the spinal. cor 
CLIKATE AND SEASON. 





baro7letrio pressure. His conclusion was that clurin7 
the season of the year when the prevailin7 winds 
were frorq the North-west, north; or south-west attacks 
of epilepsy are Most frecuent. 
3 
PAr'HOLOGY A??D FOPBID ,A7AT01:.'. 
The experiments of -any of the ear_l_Y writers were 
directed for the purpose of ascertaining the relation 
of circulatory variations to convulsive seizures, 
and the most notable were those of Bur 'ows and 
Kussr:uul and Teuner. The latter produced cor pression 
of the carolid arteries and instituted cerebral 
anaemia by free and e7haustin" haemorrhages. As a 
conseçuence , the e7'pt:`rin"' of the cerebral vessels was 
followed by a loss of co ciousness and by enilepti- 
fern convulsions, and it was necessary to produce 
the ss ie result to compress all the great different 
vessels of the brain. The experience of surgeons 
generally is, that ligation of common carotid 
artery unen Ole side of the nec'h is se..: etimes very 
apt to produce an alarming anaemia, with occasional 
convulsicns, the sane being sometimes fatal. 
Hall, Landais, Herman, and others, as well as Sir 
Astley Cooper, Kuss:: e.ul and Teener, Brown Se; nard, 
Not n.na,gel, Schroeder Van der Kal. Pitres, and 
Hughlings-Jac1;:son, have shown by exp rineft that 
carotid compression results in capillary anaemia and 
venous hyPeraeia, and that with cessation_ of this 
39. 
pressure there is a sudden congestion of all vessels. 
Tie susceptibility of the , -gain is r-reatest at its 
posterior part and between the optic thalami and the 
cord. V yen the bulb was subjected to sudden c ranges 
in its nutrition_ - such, for instance, as followed 
the experiments of. Fermann, who ligated sl w.lZan.eoi7sly 
the superior and inferior venal cave of a rabbit - 
t.ere \:as not on.17r corvulsiore, hut various cardiac 
..rd other disturbances which were u.ndoubtedl due to 
central i-roairnent of function. Kuss_~:a-,u1 crd Ten-er 
conducted their e;rl.,cri':1ents . rltl ?':c` tC'_-''lasses lut ed 
into tbe craniu,1 - at b'ast ar ̂ reliable procedure. 
Later Bro;-m -Se ci and in part established the theory 
of e- -_)ilenti c zones, c d. denonstrated that bruising 
and injur., of -re` t nerve t.rnlTs, especially the 
=:rent sciatic, would ive rise to eÿ .iileps , and that 
irritation of certain tracts would precipitate the 
paroxysms. He further announced that the progeny of 
animals it who71 epilepsy has been thus itducecl very 
frec:uently inherited the epilepsy of thee ,rent. By 
some it was held that such epilepsies were purely 
peripheral, and Brow Sequard believed in spinal 
epilepsy. His spinal epilepsy theory Hitzig has 
endeavoured, by anatomical observations, to G.. ::Glair 
avair i1ji t1-7: doctrine of interrupted spinal 
ion, nan:- epiletSies bein- exa-iples of exa::-.er- 
ated reflexes on17. The epilepto-e-lic zore teory, 
17-i1e it induced -an- to 1-.711-,-! t'-a4- "-e 
disease its ori7in, outside of t'-e brain, 
rave rise to tl:e false ascu-ption :t-LP,cks 
d_istal aurae were prii-laril-r -on-cerebral, "-as neon 
disre7arded, ad most observers 1ve arrived at the 
conclusion that even in tee cases the first e).mlosio 
is due to some cerebral cell discharge. The older 
views held were 
WhO 
revolutionised b- HuT1lin7s-3ackson, 
affirmed that convulsive attacks may 1e occasioned 
over-excitability cf ,72-.7- part of the -ra7 matter. 
The production of convulsions b'r cortical irritation 
is now a very old story. The exreri-lent of Pitres 
A 
End Franl, (Gaz. des Hop., Yo. 33. 1,7E3) tears upon 
the sensorial functions of the in showin7 that 
:fhen the cortex is irritated, epileptiforn convulsions 
follo':1, but no convulsion,, only definite 12oveT,lents 
will be Iroduced if t1e exposed surface be subjected 
to t7..e eter spray. 
As a seat of the lesion in epilepsy the medulla 
was iver an important place by Van der Kolk and his 
followers; and heariTn in hind the existence of the 
aso- -otor centres of Dieters and the presentation of 
symptoms indicative of disturbance 3t the floor of 
he fourth ventricle this part of t1,e brain is very 
aturall:, locked to by. many for t'_ e most ir;portant 
atorical lesions. Jackson's cortical theory of 
rod11ctio,- is, 1h -o, ever, fully ir consr_ta,nce with the 
'edullary theory. If ore carefull stufies the attack 
in its ri fferent stares, it will be found that there 
is prohably a suspensior of cortical inhibition - 
that a derc,nt e1-_1ent of the corticle cells or discharge 
lay cause a resulting C_isturThancc. in the bulb. On the 
other hand, a reflex irritation t''rou-h the va us or 
from sone distal part 1hrinns about the sane distur- 
bance of eouilibriu 1.. There is anae -,ia eve to 
tatio_- of the vaso --otcr centre, an in-ihition of 
the great -an-lion cells, and a disturbance of 
unction of t e i7porta?'?t cranial nerves, as well as 
En inhibition of the great rr nr :lion_- Cells. The primal 
anaemia and unconsciousness are accounted for by this 
primary irritation of sympathetic filalLents and 
vascular constriction; the seco-dary hyperae- :ia is 
explained by tine ex^ eriments of Kuss -aul, 
deg -onsL rated t' e succeedinc' congestion; or by irrita- 
tion- of the srinsl accessor7r and contraction of the 
^uscles of th.e neck and co' Tression of the large veins 
JI 
The pupillary, ocular, respiratory and other symptoms 
indicate the disturbance of the nerve-nuclei in the 
s 
bulb. The secondary urconciousness can be accounted 
A 
for by the respiratory dif-r'iculty anJ the interrupted 
decarbonisation of tlhe r7)lood. 
In localiEi1 the lesion in the ,::ledulla Van der 
Kolk (On the Ti.nute Structure and Functions of the 
spilAal cord, Trane. New. Syd. Soc ) found capillary 
dilatations in the neihbourhood of the hypo7lossal 
nuclei in tongue-biters. In epileptic patients Who 
were in the ":...a-5it of bitin their tc)nues Jurin7 the 
fit the vessels '::are ':ider than in those who did not 
bite the torlue, on an a7eraTe in the course of the 
117:pep:lose:Le h7 0.096; in the corpus olivare, nhich 
here appears t. play an important part, by 0-09.; 
and in the rap-he by 0.055. 
Soe have hen of the opinion that the anaemia of 
the brain is not the cause cf the convulsions, but 
that the excitation of t7.(3 vaso-rtor centre and that 
of the centre for the muscles arc co-ordinate - that 
both Fo on side by side, and are independent of each 
other. They this theory explain the occurrence cf 
those forms of the petit 7-1a1 in yhich there is loss 
of consciousness without convulsions, and, cn the 
other hand, twitchings before the coa. The existence 
3. 
in Jacksonian epilepsy, of -nonospas, often with a 
-,ucceedinF7 extension, is the hest arr71.t1ent in favour 
cf this hypothesis. 
The pathological cond!ion in those cases yhich 
.,re the outco-e of migraine is probably an exa=erated 
au-.10-spas-,1 the ori7inal i-Tatred vascular tonus in 
the be7innin- zivina- rise simply to pain and lesser 
troubles, 'while after repeated chane of calibre not 
only rutritiveIalterations ensue, 'put as hyper- 
excitability of the bulbar convulsion. 
Sc far as patholorjcal exraanation is concerned, 
the labours of those who i.ave endeavoured to cennect 
epilepsy with alterations of the cerebral tissue have 
been attended with noin g. very definite or positive. 
The post-ortem appearances have varid widel:, and 
1îC only conclusion to be reached is that w7,ich shows 
at Ll-cst orbid rross alteration of the cere- 
bral mass re:,- bc sympto-atised by convulsions, but 
such a production cf ccrel,r1 4-rouble is :1-ch more 
likely to be the case, and in a _lore definite manner, 
when the cortical motor centres are subject tc 
destructive disease or irritative pressure. This is 
even not always the case, for numerous instances of 
injury to the -2Lraceutral lobe have been recorded 
with no showing of resulting convulsions. The longi: 
list of autopsies in te literature show that an 
epilepsy may owe its origin to the pressure of a 
spicule of bone, or to the pressure exercised by 
depressed fraE7ments of the same - to tumonrs or adven- 
titious products, -z!eninFjtis, cortical eucephalitis, 
vase ular degeneration, ventricnlar cederia, cerebral 
concussion, and many other morbid processes rich 
result in rapid or slow deqenration. In such cases, 
cf course, the -enesis of the disease depends not so 
much upon the nature of te lesions as its location. 
The numerous cases collected by sundry writers show 
disease of the bulb or various peripheral parts which 
have eon closely connected with the growth and 
behaviour cf epilepsy, and ti.e fruitfl collations of 
cases of Jackson, Odle and others are full of examples 
of liT.ited growth or disease involving the cerebral 
cortex. 
Sclerotic degeneration of the hippocampal convulu- 
tions have been independently and repeatedly found by 
sevral noted pathologists. Lebert and Delasiauve 
first observed this lesion, but since then this 
chanr-7e has been regarded as of purely secondary, 
and conse(luently unimportant, character, by many 
observers. 
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A caso of her:dpleic, epilepsy imluration of 
the left optic thalamus and the left cornu a7Tnonis ha 
been reported by Tamburini (Sallanzani, Modena, 3T:79, 
viii,IT:'.0-5b7) and ii it'aphasia existed. Pfler,,er 
(Alig. Zeit. f. Psychiatrie, etc., Perlin; 1379, 
35-3,gt.) and Henkes have also-found the sole 
lesion to e induration of the cornu azEionis. Of 
Pfleger's 43 autopsies, atrophy and sclerosis of the 
cornu a=onis were found twenty-five tiDes, and the 
relationship of the extent of the -z,orbid chane to 
the violence and frequency cf the seizures was also 
noted. 
Many cases have beon reported in which the autopsy 
disclosed herniatrophy of the brain, especially where 
the disease Jas 1Deon found to be i7.ilateral and asso- 
ciated with ore or less cne-side atrophy. Epilepsy 
has also frecluently.ben found in association with 
cerebral hypertrophy, and as a symptom of cerebral 
tuberculosis i has lonr. bee-1 recormised, niz-Jierous 
cases boinc resorted in whic1 . for a lon7 time the 
paroxysrl.s were the only manifeStations of the condit- 
ion. In one of these, reported by Luy's ;Arch. gen. 
de 77ed., Cl4i et sec.) tubercular de 'enora- 
tier was found in the 
Echeverria has laid great stress mon Thyperplastic 
increase in volume of certain parts of t he bruin; and 
convulsions have frequently been noted in association 
with imperfect cerebral development. 
As regards t1,e morbid anatomy of the epilepsy, 
Marie Bra (Cited by Axenfeld) has concluded (1) The 
1,1ean weight of the brain of epileptics is less than 
the physiological :Mean; (^) The cerebel? u :o is rrreater 
t' ̂ an the physiological mean; There frequently 
exists an ashlnetry between the lobes (rot peculiar 
to e.r)ilepsy); and the increase of weif -ht is so.2 
found on the right and sometimes on the left side, 
equality being exceptional; (4) In no fore- of Yertal 
disease (excepting perhaps general paresis, which is 
accompanied also by epileptifor - crises) do Ye meet 
with so marked and constant a variation between the 
weir7hts of the hemispheres as in epilepsy. 
Drasche, Green, Greenhow, Löbel, and others have 
described cases in l-ich tuberculous deposits were 
undoubtedly the cause of the disease. Kussmaul and 
`Penner, hoffe^an and thers have held that a stenosis 
of the superior part of the vertebral canal may 
explain, t-'rou:Mh pressure upon tTle cord, the genesis 
of the attack. Asymmetry of the medulla has been 
found by Kroon. 
Indurations cf different portions of -the brain and 
1,1edulla have been described, a-d especially of the 
olivary bodies, of the hippocapus, and of the 
cerebellum. These indurations have been observed 
on certain re-ions of th se convolutions, in the island 
cf Riel, etc. The:: sf-cl: the iselves in the form of 
patches with a -rained apeearance, sli71tly elastic, 
and comparable to crushed :::crocco loather or the 
surface of a cauliflower. The 1,enines present no 
alterations at the level of these lesions. These 
indurations have been sho'wn to consist of a neurcwliar 
scelerosis with .integrity of the vessels and cf the 
pia y!later, and accordinE to Chasl:n, form an 
evolutionary lesion, in view of the entire absence of 
inflamation. 
Blander also found analocus lesions. Bloccj and 
Marinesco observed this sclerosis ea:cepticnally; 
in sol-le cases the: failed to find a similar lesion, 
more freouently they discovered in the psycho-motor 
region so vascular lesions of the cells unfiltrated 
with 7ran1!lation. .1arinesco and Serieux found that 
the ptotoplasT of the nerve cells had underzne 
modification. Alan' with. these patches of induration, 
Bartez ad Rilliet, and Bourneville and Brissaud, 
haveckscribed a tubercular and }lypertrop.d.c sclerosis 
of the brain, which the convolukons covered 
ith. projections and tuberosities whi'ch may be as 
large as a ,alnut. These protusions consist of 
essentially a sclerons tissue which eventually 
destroy the vessels and ,nerve eleents. Crocq. refers 
epilepsy of the aged to an endarteritis of the 
basiliar artery and its branches; and Claus and Van 
der Stricht consider it the result of an infectious 
an;larderitis. When associated with eneraI paralysis 
of the rusance, which epilepsy often is, there will 
be seen rapid derfereration of the cells and fibres of 
the r27ray -1-ater of the cortex in its cerebral lesions. 
It is well rk-fJown that extrem_ely varied cerebral lesion 
c.., brain tv-mours of every kind, acute and 
chronic -Lneningitis, aneurysms of the large arteries 
of the brain, eningeal haemorrhzwes, and haeatoma 
of the durs. - -:lay cause epilepsy. 
In the partial epilepsy of adults, the lesions are 
most freuently cortical. They are generally situ- 
ated in the cortical rftotor area, but they may also 
be located outside of this zone; they than act by irr- 
itation from a distanee. Conseclnently the topogaph- 
ical dianosis of a cortical lesion productive of 
Jacksonian epilepsy canrot be 1-11.*3 with certainty if 
9. 
the convulsions clone al-6 considered. The paralysis 
in the form of permanent monoplegia or hemiplegia, 
bein indicative of a destructive lesion of the motor 
area cf tIle opposite side, possess ci.uite a different 
value from this point of view. 
Although certain anatomical and clinical facts 
- 
speak in favour cf the sensory localisations being 
likewise situated in the cortex, precise data for 
-determining the law. them are lacking. 
Bryan Brawell observed a coarse lesion li,mited to 
the posterior extremity of the occipital corm) of the 
left hemisphere, in one case of sensorial discharge, 
consisting of flashés of red and white light in the 
right eye with te-0:corary hemianopsia. 
The dementia of epileptics - which, being also met 
with ir alcol;clic dementia, is not peculiar to epilep- 
sy - has lon been considered as having no character- 
istic lesions. Bevan Lewis and Whitwell demonstrated 
the existence of a de7eneration of the ganElion cells 
of the cerebral cortex, consisting in a nuclear 
vacuolisation, sowetimes, but not constantly associate 
with pigmentation. 
Cicatrices. o.f wounds or burns of the skin, especially 
in the face, supra orbital regions, on the frontal 
and parietal eminences, the extEarn'al occipital pro- 
c,cro7lic-rt 
fractures, and cld luxaticns 
&771cr izisions 
found:at the ,...1tcpsies of 3iletice directl:; result- 




PRODROYATA AND AURAE. 
It is a fact well known thdlt there are various 
minor disturbances of sensation and -:notion which may 
not amount to an epileptic attack. These may be so 
fugacious as to escape the attention of the persons 
in whose company the patient may happen to be, or he 
himself may be unaware of any disordered state of 
feelinr=:. They nay precede a severe paroxysm, when 
they are known as prodroate or v:arnings or aurae. 
The term aura vas oriinally applied to familiar 
prem*ttary sensation which is so aften likened by its 
subject to the blo'«iip of t'pe wind over its skin, 
from wl-ience it received it name, but it has come to 
be applied to all primary indications of a fit. Such 
aurae may -1:)e sensory or -motor - in the predominance 
of cases the former, for motor -erecursors are quite 
rare, and when nley occur are most likely to be but 
one stae, though slight, of the convulsion itself. 
There is no general rule about ,11-1,-3 occurrence of aurae 
but so far as the writerls e.I.Jperience toes, there is 
a great constancy in the-character of the warning in 
each particular case. The sensory disturbance may 
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not rare to find errors in the speech as indications 
of an aproaching attack. A minor deree of aphasia, 
slowness of speech, or stuttering betrays occasionally 
the preparatory state which is the precursor of a 
severe convulsion. B7 far the most co=on warnings, 
however conSist of disorders of the special senses, 
and generally tTese are visual, Thus the patient ilay 
see coloured lights, nin&s of fire, brirfnt objects, 
dark spots, luminous clouds, a loed of light, sparks, 
stars, briht balls, lihts approachin him.; 
firewcrks, or all -,-Jlay seem darkness to hirn.. 
While many patints are unable to define the colour 
perceived those who can are usually positiVe that it 
was red, and blue cons ne:xt. 
In rare cases beiopia and dippopia precede the 
major attacks, and are sc:neti-Tles associated with 
Olsfal pain and anaesthesia and wdth supraorbital 
pain us well. Ar,lon these ocular warninf4s one finds 
cons-triction of the visual field to be often present, 
especially in cases w7.1,ere there is a history of 
Vavue disorders cf hearin which m:ay even 
amc,TL hallucinations, are no7:Tlained of by sce 
persons. There r..a be sin-1ply roarin in the ears or 
a sound of bells, and it uly be that the patient 
affirl.is ho hears w:Iisperinp:s at tdme of the 
seizure. Sce -Jatients 2:1e1-1 soke oriothor foul 
odo:rs, and in exceptional instances t.he odour of some 
particlar flower or of some aro,r,atic s-c.bstance, such 
as cdt:Iphor, turpenti71.e, or tar is 1)erceived by the 
epileptic; and these aro probably psych.ical. In 
SC-X.3 cases vortio, pall-illation, or a feelin of 
;rat stffocation constriction of t:-Ie chost or cf the 
throat 17tay be complained of. 
Various disorders of cutaneous sensbility occur, 
uiL those aurae which are of the most common occurr- 
ence are tha upigastric, which consist cf a varae 
sensation startin bolow the sternu-::: and ascendin, 
its arrival at the throat boin7 coincident with the 
commencement cf the fit, and the patient very often 
likons its culation to tLo -violent rasp of a 
stronF, hand. Sc, toc, wo find crawlin sensations 
startin7 in th etrTilities and runnin up to the 
trunk. These have been co7::_pared to the contact of 
insects in notion or to the -lowinr7 of the wind over 
the surface. There ay be tinlinF in one or two 
fingers or the .:hole hand and such sensations may be 
unilateral or bilateral. It is cluite comlaon for the 
sensory yarning to begin in the hand and foot of one 
side and to run up to the knee and elbow. Sometimes 
the tonEue becomes layperaesthetic, and the gus -zJay 
become exquisitely tender just" before the attack. 
According to Gower, 17 per cent of 7,is cases bean 
with unilateral periphc;ral ar:rae. Gower d says he 
rarely found that unilateral aurea were associated 
v:ith other warnins; and his experience toes to 
prove that unilateral sensory aurae and one-sided 
initial Liotor e:ressions go together, and very often 
indicate tross organic disease. In so.e cases there 
-Aay be for several days a decided unilateral or 
7eneral eakness or recurcinF chronic spasms which 
+re quewfty .repeatt . The, a.f Ò.c aq 
-,-;lay be preceded by a profusa discharge of saliva, or 
A 
by ei:istoxis. Several authors have called attention 
to certain local vasc-motor disturbances which are 
expresSed by lirAted patches of cutaneous hyperaemia 
CI' anaeial so that the fingers - or, in fact, the 
whole hand may either be swollen and of a dusky 
rd colaur, or, on te contrary, there ay be an 
aprent diminution in size and blanching. 
Just before the attack the patient may .aka nore 
or less autoatic pressing his hands to 
his head, clasping his breast, or olutchin7 at sce 
imaginary objects, and after this he loses conscious- 
ness and falls to the ground. In sole irregular 
cases the -atient runs ailessl* for cone distance or 
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describes a circle, ana after a variable which 
rarely exceeds-a m.inute or two, he actual attack 
begins. This disposition to runnin7,is no less 
rerqarkable than another pekculiar prodroLla'seo:n in 
patients wil.o beOn to take off their clothing when 
first seized, no -=latter whdre of under what 
circustances. Thi.s is not. has 7oen suested, 
the remains of a half-formed idea that -iust seek 
their beds because of their.ipending trouble, but 
it is a much less complex mental act, and the patients 
are fully conscious when they do this, and may likewis 
be in places were no bed is within reach. 
SEIZUÎE TYPES" 
Under the nae cf "Grand _nal" classical writers 
describe t:rle convulsive attacks cf epilepsy and 
reserve the nae of "petit 1.tal" for the vertigo and 
mental hebitude. Such dascrions are however toc 
schematic for forrc,s cf abacks are inuerable 
They cannot be ap,aied to any one case in particular, 
a 
but permit of classi-A_catioll of the different syilp- 
toms vihich it is convenient to present and easy to 
recilember. 
THE :MAJOR ATTACK. (Haut Mal; Epile.psia Gravior.) 
The co-Aliplete convulsion, preceded by an aura or 
nct cor,Aas on suddenly, conscioushess-an.d.sensi'oility 
ara instantly lost, and the patient falls. Tha fit 
may be divided into three stages; (1) The tonic 
stage or that of tetanic convulsions; (2) Ti a clonic 
stage of that of irrular convulsion; and (0 the 
stage of stertor. 
(1) Ti u Tonic StaFe. 
In this stage consciousness is cou_aetal:-/ lost. 
At times tho patient falls down with a cry as if 
struck by lightVninF; instantly and as if bg a stroke 
he is deprivud of all raental functions. This comes 
so o;:i.ckly that ho -ails .eadlong.in any attitude or 
place quite regardless of his surroundings. If the 
convulsion does not declare itself at the very same 
moment he like a dead mass, evidently in con- 
sequence of te sudden relaxation of all the 
TL,Iscles. At other ties the loss of consciousness 
comas on more Fradually, as ir L o course of a few 
seconds, and the sufferer c:ains time enouh to 
assume a recumbent position. Generally, however, the 
arrest of all mental activiL takes one so by surprise 
that frum the beginning of the seizure no recollection 
is retained as to t]1e facts of the case. In deep 
coma every conscious sensation is wanting; and so much 
so that patients have so,:-aeties fallen into the fire 
and burned themselves. Even reflex froceeees are 
absent in many cases; the iris does not contract under 
the stimulus of light, the lids are riot closed when 
the conjunctiva is irritated. AcccrdinT to Romberg, 
at other times the reflexes are not abolished, so 
that the lias close, and wen water is dashed upon 
the body the legs are drawn up. 
The tonic spa su:1 now appears. It is of variable 
extent, and in the severest cases involves the. whole 
muscular system. The eyeball is fixed, somtimes 
appearing to have a pronounced expression of some 
mental emotion, anger, etc., the countenance distor- 
ted, the jaws closed upon each other, the head drawn 
to one side, or bakwards; there is general opisthot- 
onus viith marked extension of the extremities, - with 
spreading out of the finers and toes, or also very 
great incurvation of the foot, - sometimes amprosthot- 
or cve 1-1 f act ØLLt tte,9ttcYatty 
onus6,- one half of the body shares in this with 
cUrvatùre in that direction, and with an alternating 
tendency to one or the other side; tonic contraction 
of the muscles of the throat, of those of respiration, 
- with absolute ar.est of breathing, - and of the 
laryngeal uuscies. The tonic influence, fowever, is 
no dways sc general and so srong; sornetines it is 
limited to certain groups of -.11scles onlj, sotl,:times 
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all begin at the sae time. The pallor then lasts 
durin7 thw whole of the first stage, or is present 
at the very beinning on1::, and even before the 
clonic stage,has declared itself the face has-already 
acquired a dark tint. It must -)e. noted, however, 
that someties the hue of the face reains unchanged 
durini: the whole initial period, and at other times 
is dark-red frofa the ver:f beginnin. The latter 
apears to be the case particularly if just at he 
bevinnin7 a decided spasra of the 21'cuscles of the 
throat prevails with collipression of the jugular vains 
and spasm of the glottis. The ophthaloscope reveals 
in certain cases an abnornal increase in the circu- 
lation at the fundus, in others a very decided enpti- 
nes of the retinal vessels. Jackson is disposed to 
consider that certain visual aurae depend upon spas71 
of the arterioles in this location. Loring, however, 
is not disposed to attach =oh il-i.:ortance to the 
ophthoscopic apearances, at least 'during the 
periods between the fits. The pupil is usually 
dilated at th.e comencement of the seizure. 
The state of the pulse is variable. .It is so-:Le- 
times unaltered during the first stage and throuhout 
the whole attack. According to some observers it is 
small during the tonic stage, the radial artery being 
GI 
narrowed and the wave reduced. Vurith rerd to tension 
and reularity, he reports of various authors differ 
ver much. It may happen that the pulse at the wrist 
is not felt at all, while the carotids are atin 
and the action of the heartAnornal. Echeverria gives 
drawings of sphyg7lographic curves, ac ccrcIrìr te 
which the pulse before the seizure was higher, 
distinctly dicrotic, and accelerated. 
The entire stage lasts -but a few seconds usually 
so that ::ìa: pass notice, or it .:Ja7- last for fiftecn 
to sixty seconds. 
(31 The clonic Stage,. 
This stage follows upon the foregoing. The 
profound unconciousness continues wholly unchanged; 
but instead of the tonic 71uscular contraction the :lost 
violent convulsions now set in, the for of 'hich is 
so well knen that it is used as the type in descri- 
iut analogous spasYds arising from the most different 
sources. All the voluntary -;fluscles of the extrerAties 
trunk, and head take part in the opileptform tA,:itch- 
ings. Through these are brought about in the fall 
seizures positions and attitudes of aparently the 
most impossible Rind, 'hich vary with surprising 
ra:Adity. The violence is so.:Ltimes so considerable 
that te TOSt dangerous wounds are received; fractures 
and dislocations have been observed, breaking of the 
teeth portions of them, deep laceration of the 
tongue, and rupture of muscles, exclusive of the 
wounds and execriations of the skin which arise from 
4jhe.headlong ay in which the body is thrown about. 
Very often the cionic rkings are interrupted one 
or mord times b',F -tonic. spasm, 20 that the patient 
again becoes ri; or while. certain ,arts are 
undergoing violent clonic spasmodic movements, others 
are in a state of fisted tollAtity. Even if the clonic 
action is ver- general, it still very often be 
evident that one half of the body takes a 1110fe 
active share in it than the other. Usually, but not 
always, saliv&shows itself at the .mouth of '6he 
sufferer in the shape of foam, Which may be tinged 
with blood from the wounds cf the -tongue and the 
buccal mucous membrane. Increased -oeristaltic action 
of the intestine occurs with runbling in the belly 
and discharge of flatus and faeces, sometimes tym- 
panitis, probably froi air that has bean swallowed, 
also ejaculation of semen, rarely vomiting, and 
occasionally escape of urine with considerable force. 
The rezpiration is forcible and -quickened, while 
aain it may be spasfaodically :.nterrupted. The 
conscciuence of this and of the violent action of the 
riluscles is a _I.arked venous h-yperaa-nia'. The jugulars 
are swollen up, the face ac:luires a deeply cyanotic 
colour, and tJ.e eyeballs protrude. Sorneties sub- 
cutaneous vessels are ruptured vrith i:.Le formation 
of occhymoses in t:-Le esPecially in and around 
the eyelids, as well as so:T.I.et.ies in iTe internal, 
orans, yet cerebral '.aemorrhare for:As one of the 
rarest accidens of an epileptic fit. The older 
obErvc;rs speak of dinchares of blood from the rect-atn 
and vaina and orbits. Tue pulse is now fuller than 
in the first f..5 
This stae lasts a variabL; tir.e, from half a 
minute 'to three linutes, only in el,:ceptional cases 
longer, and passes into th:e neXt. 
(3) Th.-.; Stape of'Stortor. 
The convulsions now 1ecomk3 less extensive and less 
frequent, and lit lo by little the: cease. Respiration 
becusies regular, deep and associated with sonorous 
rhonchi; this is he comenc1nL stage of stortor. 
The patient then is in a state of profound relaxation; 
the liiThs are placid and inert, the tendon reflexes 
are often abolished; tne insensibility is often as 
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complete as durirr!: the onset. Gradually the face, 
-caa heve been red or purple, 'rows pale and 
assumes a livid :Respiration is noisy; the mouth 
filled with thick saliva, exhales a repulsive odour. 
A trans'Jdation, often foetid, appears on the b,dy 
and face. Th,-, stage of stertor lasts for ten minutes 
to half an hour; rarel:f- .it is prolonged to an hour 
or two. Ten the -Qatient opens his eyes, casts a 
dull look about lifts his head, and rises, having 
as a rule, no recollection of has passed. For 
the rest of the day h re-mains in a state of som.nol- 
ence and ge-i-3eral lassitude, and a feeling of soreness 
in li il ay at the sae time be complained of. 
In this stage the pulse becumus gradually more 
i-uiet and full; Echeverria indeed deLionstrated with. 
tIle sphygmograph a decided decrease in the height of 
the pulse-care during this period; it only became'. 
laigher again. after ten or fifteen. minutes. Voisin 
(Ann. publiclue, 166J) April) states that the 
ascending branch of the wave of the pulse- is higher 
than non,Lal and tat the curve is characterised, by 
a pronounced diciotism - appearances v,hich outlast 
the seizure by from half an hour to several hours. 
Opthalmoscepic exaninations after fit have 
shown a marked hyperaeuia of the fundus oculi which 
6Y. 
-.ay last for 24 hours. 
The te:,peratue i but seldon raised after t'±le epi- 
leptic atback. 
After the fit th:a ;:uantit of urine is decidedlj 
01 
increased, and at the same tiletta clearer colour. 
It is apt to contain evidenc of n.uscular waste, and 
an icrease in the anount of phosc.)hates as well. 
Za'polsky found, however, that'ilMmediately after the 
attack there as a diminution in the c.ozntity 4f the 
phosphates. The occurrence of ..1::cosuria has been 
noted.Th: several clinizians. After e paroxysn it is 
by no .Jeans unco=on to find the urine loaded with 
arou:len. 
ITINOR ASEA2Epetit pilnsia latior). 
In the petit al the attack usually begins sudC.enly 
perhaps while talkinh to t:He patien i. his expression 
suddenly becomes blank, he face pales, the pupils 
dilate, and he is evidently not corsciouE. In a 
Tloment or two he Tathers his scat ered senses, ',)-icks 
up the thread of the conversation and continues to 
unwind it. Very often he is not cognisant of any 
lapse of time or has a vap;ue idea. If carefully 
watched for, five clonic movements nay be' observed 
in -::Ian :/- cass, it may be of the facial :!Iuscles or of 
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the hands. Convulsions may occur, the ricihont 
feature being tl) 1.1±1COnSCi011SnOSS. Or reining - 
consciousness the iDatient may act stran7e1: and 
apoear dazed; it is seldo, ho-o-ever, that he falls in 
attacks of this kind. Occasionally a acbliar dreamy 
state takes the -:Dlace of an ordinary attack, Cf the 
:individual may be the victim Of i-2erative ideas. 
A lea_o' condition (epilepsie larve), in 
maniacal outbursts or explosions of passion occur, 
has e-n desribed by Falfret. 
It has been observed but very rarely, that the 
ps,tient, under an irresistible impulse, rapidly 
walks or violentl: runs for a few moments in an autom- 
atic, unconscious Way, and may fall finally in a fit . 
or may recover consciousness wiliout an intervening 
convulsion; or after a fit a patient may suddenly run 
for some distance. Attacks of stertorous sleep have 
ben recorded, into -:,hich-th patient falls:: at 
intervals, and during which he cannot be aroused. 
These may alternate v:ith caTvulsive atacks or be 
re-4Lced by. them. AtacT:s of FTeneralised or localisu 
trembling, local spasm, and sulaavispass may con- 
stitute the epileptic paroxysm. 
NOCTURNAL EPILEPSY. 
In this condition he at6acks occur only during 
10b(T; the pulse becomes extreely,rapid, res-oira- 
tion is also accelerated, and deat ensue in the 
Tnidst of the convulsions. A2 rule, however, the 
convulsionS becoe less intense after soT:ie time; 
tIi e patient reains in a. condition of startor, with 
lirths co:,:p1/;:tely relaxed, and is insensible to 
irndbations; th.e pupils continue widely dilated. 
Durin this th:le the beperature remains high or 
perhaps even rises still more and deah follows. 
ThouE:h the status eilepticus has been known to be 
aroloned to eiht or nine das, it seldom lasts more 
}?an two or 
As te pa lent -riLy recover, the outlook is not 
hopeless. In a case which promises to recover the 
fits become less frefent and less violent, and the - 
t-Jeratue falls. Consciousness returns little by 
little, but patient is alwas very slot to rise. 
This is because to weakness is atreme; the stupor 
takes a before it is dissdeated. The loss 
Of we the ai inn ILint in -'6he proportion of 
haeT:,10(4obin in ThLe blood, and all the symptoms of 
which rerfularl follow' the attacks have 
reached the hihest degree. The mental condition :ay 
be ver seriousl afected. One fact to "be noted is 
that the statts epileptious is not necessaril con- 
t? 
stituted b:; major attacks, but :I.ay rasult from a 
succession of incomplete seizures, vertilzos, and 
fits of_partial epilasy. Dauchez has describeddis- 
turbances accompanied by convulsions which are 
anifestl of an eeileptic nature in a nursing 
infant, under ,he itle of the subitrant syncopal 
state. 
EPILEPTIC EqUIVALENTS. 
Under the abate designation have been described a 
, 
number cf sensory, senstial, .nOL I,sychical symptonz 
whose connection wit h. epilepsy is dnonstrated by 
their coexistence in the same person or in the 
patients fail, by 'their essential paroysmal course, 
:.1-:(1 by .11e v;eakness which the leave behind. Quite a 
number of them may be considered as incolzplete 
seizures, limted, for example, to painful or 
convulsive .manifestations of the aura. Unless 
account is taken of the conditions under which they 
are produced, some may be mistaken for certain 
organic affections ,:ith vfnich tneir symptoms nay be 
identical. 
PSYCHICAL EQUIVALENTS. 
The psychical forms of epileptic equivalents are 
of considerable interest and importance. Instead of 
o 
elJileptic at Lacks of the ordinary kind, or in alter- 
nation wild.1 such, or as a repeated prelude to the 
filajor convLasions, or imLlediately following the fits, 
a variety of acute mental disturbance-s may occur. 
Epileptics. may unconsciously, automatically, and 
with apparent parpose perform a number of coerdinate 
acts. Homicidal, obscene or p-yromaniac acts may thus 
be done epileptics, or .intricate ,:lanceuvres such 
as reuire the use of tools, may be accomplished. 
Subseuently*, as a rule they have no knov:ledge of 
such acts. The precursive fit may-, in a sort cf 
status, be prolonged so '.hat he p-tient may make 
long flights, or, in a less violent make journeys 
cf several hours' or several days)duratien, during 
7,disich the conduct is so natural as to attract no 
notice. Self-consciousnese usually is rather abruptly 
are 
restored, and they astonished to find themselves at 
A 
a distance from -:).(yme, with an intervening blank 
period of time. Sudden wild, maniacal outbursts, in 
which the patient -:ilay be destructive and dangerous 
to others, are encountered, and these may terminate 
suddenly or be protractd for several days, atended 
by great, eI.cd-ement, a high pulse and temperature, 
and subseLiuently collapse. Sometimes such attacks are 
top by a fit, or they may succeed 'a severe Convul- 
sion, or .they may take the place of a convulsion, 
Epileptic automatism may, in a static form, last days 
and weeks, during which the patient confereas naturally 
to his surroundings. The automatic period however, 
usually remains a blank to him afterwards. 
OTHER EQUIVALEETS. 
Those are less important perhaps than the psychical 
Augina pectoris constitutes one of the visceral 
A 
eciuivalents of epilepsy. Sometimes it follows, some- 
, 
times it precedes, and sometimes it coincides with 
epilepsy in the same patient. Moreover, the convul- 
sive seizure li17 set in e:ith a violent pain starting 
in the hand and extending to the neck and the pre- 
cordial region. In that event the localisation of 
augina pectoris cannot be mistaken. Tc this painful 
aura the entire attack may be limited. 
Some observers have endeavoured to connect with 
epilepsy crises of palpitations and paroxysmal tach- 
ycardia, but to render this interpretation plausible 
it would be necessary at least '.hat the patients 
presenting the abnormal crises should have some dis- 
turbance which belongs more manifestly to the epilep- 
tic series. The same is true cf certain forms of 
asthma Which. unexpectedly affect person s. in good health 
ar fee from any pulmonary trouble. The co- 
existence if asthma with psychical dist-urbances such 
'as hallucinations, terrors,_ and fear of death is, 
besides a well-known fact at the present time, and 
establishes an. additional analoEy tetween this neurosis 
and epilepsy. The young, children, ';:ho very rarely 
suffer from asthma, the affection -,11ay be observed it 
alternate with convulsions, more or less generalised. 
SIJas3Ts Of the glottis may likewise be included 
aiong the incomplete seizures. The relation of this 
malady to infantile eelampsia has been described by 
Valleix and Trousseau. The symptOmatic analogy with 
this affection is very great. Thus in spasm of ,the 
glottis the infant is seized suddenly and without 
prodromal symptoms, wit_ an attack of convulsive 
suffocation. Respiration is susanded, the face is 
darkened and injected. The head is drawn backwards - 
the mouth is wide open; the child is restless and 
carries it hands to its neck as if to remove the 
obstacle +6 respiration; then, after a few seconds 
of this dyspnoea, it makes several inspirations - 
whistling, sharp, and. jerky - without intervening 
expirations; soc* followed by a faint and wailing 
inspiration, or someties by a convulsive, noisy, and 
jerk- expiration. At the same time the extremities 
stiffen, the thumb is carried into The palm of the 
hand, t }:-.e fi_ gers i --ein ; stretched of flexed on the 
metacorpus; involuntary evacuations. take place. Most 
frequently consciousness is preserved, tiornetimes it 
is abolished. In one case of spasm of the glottis, 
observed in an adult, Brodher referred to the loss cf 
consciousness and the consecutive drowsiness. As 
regards its relation to epilepsy,`, false croup is a 
convulsive manifestation to be ;rouped,w.ith asÚhrra 
and spasm cf the glottis. 
Gastric disturbances, enteralgias, gastralgias, 
vcr: it ing á'd nausea occurring suddenly and without 
known cause in a person free from di JeÑtive trouble, 
have all be n_ included a_,otF.. st the visceral equiva- 
lents of epilepsy.- Nocturnal incontinence of urine 
iw often a syni tom cf an at tck that has passed unper- 
ceived. Trousseau has called attention to it as a 
pr rnoitio-: of a fit. 
T migraines which are so common i epileptics 
ray be considered as sensory equivalents of epilepsy. 
Moreau de Tours remarked that the migraines of 
epilepsy leave behind a profound stupour, and that 
the often develop and disappear with ih the sane sudden- 
ness as the epileptic fits. Besides the connection 
between the bas been aOnitted.by various authors, 
Tiseot and others, - and in sc.-) patients epileptic 
seizures recurring at siMilar intervals have been 
seen to replace a periodical ::,igraine. 
epileptic fit by no means always follows all 
the a, ove named sensorial phenomena. Thus on ciues- 
tionnE the patients minutely we may trace in the 
intervals of the attack certain sensorial perversions 
which. may consist of visual disturbances, such as 
clouds' passing before the eye which the patients call 
dazzling, or else various hallucinations. Some 
patients see suddenl-y objects boco-Ta j_etstry.allylarEe 
otalershear noises or voices which make them turn thei 
heads or also perceive a peculiar odour or disagree- 
able taste. 
MYOCLONUS EPILEPSY. 
Eilgpsy and myoclonia have, in are instances bee_ 
known to exist in the sa7e patient, censtituting the 
"association disease" or m:oclanus epilepsy. Such 
cases usually show marked degeneracy, and the 
disease begins in early life. Epilepsy usually 
occrs before the myoclonia, vhch when once develop- 
ed usually increases in severity and ends in epilepti 
fits 
According to Clark and Prout (mer. Jour. of Insan 
iT 
ity, Oct., 1902) the myeclerus of AsseeiaUen disease 
i2 somewhat atyical compared with the essential 
myoclonus. The contractions are usually ligtning - 
like, but may have a fibrillary character, involving 
certain parts of muscles only - a condition described 
as "live flesh", - and such anifestations are likely 
to develop into typical myeclonic. contractions, though 
they may remain fibrillary through the life of the 
patient. A single general tonic contraction may 
rarely constitute the entire clinical picture. 
Myoclonus contractions end i.,perceptibly in the tonic 
Stage of the epileptic pare:Lysm. The contractions 
are often strong and affect large masses of muscles, 
rendering locoMotion difficult. The trunk is fre- 
uently affected, causing the body to jerk backwards 
and fol,ards and fre side to side. Generally the 
m:/oclo-Jus is symmetrical, but both sides are net 
always invelved synchronously.. Oem-only it begins in 
L];- arms, and in a few days or weeks involves the 
legs, Lhe body, neck, and face in the order given, 
t- e muscles about the eyes and mouth being the last 
affected. The tongue and diaphragm frecLuently . 
suffer, in severe cases producing grunts and barks 
by contraction of the diaphragm. 
As the affection develops tho'myoclOnus beco:mes 
7:acre and more pers-.4tent drip' the \7a}:inr state, 
havin a tendenc y. to develop the myoclonic status, 
which nay terminate in death. Usually there is a 
lack )-!:.rotyntal and physical development, as well a2 
an increase of th-; reflexes. 
In t:Tical cases the diaR;-nosis is easy, and it is 
usually only by layinF:: too great stress on sile 
sblpto-:ds of the disease that Distakes are made. The 
lihtnin like contractions of the of .h.c 
trunk and libs, ';:hich arc not synchronous yct bilat- 
eral end not possibl e. of production by the will, and 
occurrin. in an &:J:)ilptic, should clear up any doubt 
entertained reT7arding rho condition. 
.(riosiEi as n::b,rds I'L).covry is bad. Those 
.yiho aro s-1:)ared to advanced years usually suffer 
fro prOFressive C,2.entia and senile decay of the 
worst type. 
PARTIAL EPILEPSY 7 Jacksonian Epilepsy). 
Partial epilepsy is c:iaraCterised by spasm chat is 
renerally local in charadter; in fact, it is always 
so in the beining, though occasionally it may 
spread and become general. Consciousness is preserve 
in the rdilder forms. Tingling or other subjective 
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acting upon the nerves cf the arias. legs, trunk and 
of the viscera, the pleura especially. Infantile 
hemiplegic epilepsy deserves special -fftention. It may 
be congenital or Irlanifest itself at a variable time 
after birth in persons ;ho Luring infancy have suffer- 
ed from convulsions followed by hemiplegia. No matter 
nhat may have been the origin of the latter, the 
onset of partial epilepsy is often The result of 
:emotions, exertions, alcoholic excess, and o-her very 
ordinary causes. 
The essent.ial symptoms of partial epilepsy' consist 
of spasm of a sinFle group of muscles in the face, amz 
or leg, or -other regions; no loss of consciousness, 
and usually sensory phenomena. 
SE QUELA E. 
INJURIES. 
As a result of violence we often find viounds and 
bruiSes, q,-ite rarely fractures, but more often dis- 
locations; thus the humerous, as a result of great 
muscular force may be dislocated at its superior ar- 
ticulation. Muscular pair of great severity-, and 
soti7.:,:es of reat persitency, follows unusually 
suvere fits, and rupture of TTuscIA.ar substance is not 
uncommon. An epileptic olecranon bruise may produce 
a severe neuritis of an extremely intractable 
character. In old cases, accordinc to Axenfeld, ther 
bu ureat muscular h:.'-pi trophy, the sterno-astoid 
attaininc tl!e size of tha biceps, and in other cases 
there is fatty deeneration. He also calls attention 
to defects that ma:: be due to frequent exercise of 
violence upon the bones throuEll repeated muscular 
contraction. Paralysis of the nerves which supply 
convulsed muscles have been discribed, as have also 
tonue scars, scars of the scalp and face,- burns, 
and haemorrhogic extravasations. 
SPECIAL SENSES. 
Numerous symptoms of deficiency have been observed 
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Qlen perverted aental states have 'preceded it, for in 
such persons the discharging.lesion -,16,y be felloued 
by a very conspicuous restoration of raental ecilLilib- 
rium. Occasionally the attacks are terminated by -the 
cc=ission of purposeless acts or Freat screainfr7 or 
V iolence. 
Ap7iasia or transitory disturbances of speech may 
as i=ediately after Aleptic fit. Sc1710- 
tics it iE an erarrassent, a hesitation iA 
the pronunciation of ords, accompanied by treb1in7 
of th.e onue and lips rese:ThlinT the speech 
1.71 eneral paretics. .Sometillies the disorder 
of articulate lancuage is oc-z,plicated with disturb- 
ances in the use of siF;ns, the patients are unable 
to read. Or else it lllay be a temporary verbal deaf- 
nesS - tTe:: ail to urderstand what is said to t,eT-i 
despite the evident. attention they It is not 
rare to find the c=isEion cf a numer of civasi- 
autoatie actiens associated v:ith ',1c-; aphasia. 
Epilepsies that are unilateral are apt to leave 
7ehind they," a species cf paresis that Llay last for 
several da::s. The loss of power is confined to the 
convulsed 7_1e7bers, and may be acompanied by tinFlin. 
In freat rurtber of instances, 7-..owever, the 
condition is purely sypcmatic of sce central 
organic lesion. 
The petit mal apears to be more decided in its 
remote affects than the grave disease. Sliht 
repeated losses of consciousness are apt to be follow- 
ed by mental decay. The ultir:late result is .ental 
enfeeblement, a progressive and very c:reat loss of 
memory, r:hich advances such an extent that a 
veritable delaentia ensues. With this there is usuall7 
a very decided perversion of the emotionL and affec- 
tions, so hat a good natured, amiale child may in 
a few years become everythinv: that is bad and trying, 
and commit almost ;nconceivable acts of rdschief. 
Theft, incendiarism are various moral perversions and 
are common in chronic epileptics. Though the dementi- 
is tardy in its appearance it coues eventually if the 
patient survives. In soTe individuals there is a 
very early tendency to the dev.Llopment of mania; ther 
is a slight periodicity about the explosions, and- 
Y.'nen established the excite-.ent either precedes the 
attack by a few days or occurs shortly afterwards. 
The violence is characteristically acute, and such 
insanity very often makes itself knon in homicidal 
acts rather than in those of a suicidal character. 
q.2 
Hypochondriasis is cuite likely Lo follow the convul- 
-give attacks, who also occasion feelings of peculiar 
sadness, inferiority, and ivapotence. Their freciuent 
hallucinations, the terrifying: dream.s to 
are very liaJde, render sch persons timid, suspic-- 
ions, and distrustful, Their teLdencies often -take 
an impulsive character; liut rarely they .Lay 2anifest 
tenacity of purpose or true energy. 
CRANIAL AND OTHER DEFORMITIES. 
Various Cc:for Aties or ph-sical defects have heen 
c'escribed in e-nileptics. Thus IThntioellier -enticre 
inferioritY of the facial anale; Solbri-, the 
narrowness and deformity of the vertebral canal. 
Laseclue has studied the cranial asy7Tetry which he 
considered as constant in true epilepsY, and believes 
epileps7r to be the result of this -Talforration, which 
is affected at the period cf osseous consolidaticn. 
This v'ew includes much exarr,eration. Cranic-faci,F1 
a;-37petrY is ver- frec!nert in et-ileptics, 'but its 
absence dose nct preclude the clia7rosis of epilepsy, 
and, mcrec-Ter, it is not characteristic of this 
disease, for it is often ohserned in healthy persons. 
As to whether enileps,r is the conseuence of this 
Talfcr-lation or whether both result from the same 
41. 
sturhance of 
, evOlutior is ar cpen 7uesti on; cuff 
et to rote that th is a s',.--71.71et ry and .p-ie fre cuent, 
co-exist. It is also of artificial production in 
yourr, children aterai decuhitus. Usual 1.7 t7.-e 
asrtTetry affects: the craniurn and t'-'e face at the 
sane time. The frontal erAnence is less narked on 
one side, the parietal e,--irenco is snaller, the orbi 
is less wide ard rot so 1,7h, and the 7ral Ex bore is 
less proninent. `17-,e rose deviates, the facial 
-muscles, 7re less developed on the same side, and e 
lines cf the face, in th.e absence of all paralysis, 
are less marked. In very pronounced cases the body 
of the na,ndible shorter and the teeth are often 
badly placed cn the atrophied side. The vault of 
the- palate na7...r he arched to a, 1i-1-1 ele-rree. Further, aftht ditmertv-s ortma.bsolate ileiCVMS 
we may observe either a relative increase/tor dimi- 
nution of ail of -hen. 7inal 17,r, arlorrr the other 
anOmalies which have been observed are; Asymmetries 
of the pelvis and thorax, funnel-shaped cheF,..t, 
unusual lent h of the arms and lerrs, relatively ' 
abnormal lenrrth Of the firrrers, sYnda,clytisn, etc; 
r. i;7fa r ent colour of the two irides, asyletry of 
pupils, displace-ient of the pupil, deformity of the 
auricle; aro7alies of te skin, and of the rTerital 
or7ans. 
VI+ 
TITE GENERA", STATE. 
1J1ilentics freciuent17; .1)17)ear :altlny Ver7 
often, they present !-astric disturhances, a slur7ish 
and costipated bowels; hut usually t'his is 6UØ 
to the hro-Tddes with -hich they are so often sn.turate 
Mary epileptics have uor-andsi-- tendencies and 
ireatiahle apetities. This, vit h the inactivity 
forced It-Join hy -'isease and reinforced 1-)y 
the brorlides, leads to 'labh- ftnes 
 
D I A GNO S I S. 
GENERAL DIAGNOSIS. 
To (liar,rose epileps7 is sorletires a -1Pt'er of 
considerable difficulty, especially wben the attacks 
are inco-o-olete. The -nocturnal form, for irsta-ce, 
may escape recorTnitior for years. WheT tbe susTicion 
of epilepsy is aroused by bed-Yei---, blood 
u_on the pillow, ytrexplaired bruises, conjunctival 
ecchy-oses, a dislocatio- or fracture occurrir- 
durin7 sleep, cuts on tbe face or scaln, a bitter 
tor-ue, or sc-,:e convulsive or autcatic act), care- 
ful investir-ao- rarel- fail to disclose the 
nature of the disorder. 
Si-rificant the biEtory of repeated 
ro'rtar uncorsciousnass, ard also that of an aura. 
The attack can he freuentl- dia-rosed froutother 
epileptcid co-dif,io-F at the tie by the explosive 
onset, the' brief tonic end sc-iewhat -ionic 
spasm, profound unconsciousness followed by a deep 
sleep, ad wber tbese are present by an irvoluntary 
passar.re of urine, frothir- at tbe ard bitinr- 
of the tonuue, toretber with so-e of the -ore i-port- 
art syriptoms already f12117 described. 
DIETPERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS. 
The one convulsive disorder --lore apt to be ripte2-en 
for eoilepsy than any other is:- 
HYSTERIA. 
The follo.":jr- dif-"erertial serve to 
distir-uish beteen the rialadies i ost .-starces. 
EPIL.EPSY HYSTERIA. 
1. Cor,,on before puberty arid 1. Very unco,l'on before 
rare as a recent affection puThert,r. 
after the twentieth year. 
2. Rarely die to amotional fl. Often due to er-otio 
disturbance after the di- al causes. 
cease is established. 
3. Prodro-ies -E.7 he of Er- 3. E-oionol clisturb- 
for-, --1ntal or ph-sical. ance. 
4. Onset sudden, co-iplete, 4. Onset -radial. 
cry, fall, rip-idity. 
5. Consciousness instantly 5. Consciousness partia 
lost llv lost or retained. 
6. Convulsion consists of 6. Epileptoid or 
tonic, clonid, and stertor- emotional phases. 
ous stages. 
7. Two to five minutes 7. A few r'inuteS to 
duration, several hours. 
ri- 
P. Positions governed by 
flexors mainThr. 
9. Pupils dilated and rimi d, 
10. Tongue usually bitten. 
11. Trot%iin of the mouth 
co'-or 
1P. Sp1^ineters usually 
relaxed. 
17. Pulse accelerated and 
tension increased. 
14. Ter,perature elevated 
1° or 2°F. 
1E. Fit terminates rrradu- 
ally and in hebetude. 
16. Urine s' ows increase of 
mitra venous and phosphatic 
elements. 
' . Tendency to e-r-,ers, 
opisthotoroM, 
f iyi on attitude, etc. 
Pupils generally 
_nobile and active. 
10. Bitten ver-- excep- 
tionallY. 
11. Frot'^ ir ̀" c^,1)se ,t . 
12. Usua.11-r cent rent. 
17. Rate and tension 
much as usual. 
14. Temerature nor7al. 
lr . Somev. tat prompt 
endirr and little 
discomfort. 
16. Urea reduced, phos 
15:hates decreased, c.rd 
changed '-.os.;'latic 
formula; often large 




17. Convulsive accidents, etc. 17. ,No mrotor or reftex. 
Pet.ecbi.al ecchyrloses, reduced c'na;,7es? scYle 'rer^ory 
muscular stren7th, of r,hases of attack; 
eC? ltnrrp..lei^iLs, rental obscur- n.sua.l ;"?enta.l condition_ 
_ atior:; no .recollection of at oncé ye.ined; 
attack. ,crestence of various 
sti ata. 
18. Restraint -,ecessar7,- to 18. Restraint necessary 
prevent accident. to control violence. 
ALC OHOL I S?,`. 
An ordinary alcoholic debauch uncomplicated by 
convulsions can only be --iistaken for epilepsy during 
the period of coma which is sinilar is sone respects 
in the two conditions. The histrôry of the case will 
be of vast imn?ortar.ce . in reco' raisin- alcoholic -n. In . 
it the patient can usually he aroused to some extent 
and t',e breath has the peculiar alcoholic odour. 
Further observation cf the case will usually make 
the dia.r-'nosis ea.s'. 
GENERAL PARESIS. 
This Ia:y be a:,t -ended with enilentiform convulsions; 
and, it rare i- stances 't a%r coexist with epilepsy, 
either antedatinpr tbe other. It should be remembered 
however, that - eneral paresis is seldom seen before 
adult life whereas e ilepsy is essentially a disease 
of early life. Further-ore, the epileptic irritabil- 
ity of te-iper with E'ron- i-pulses to violence differ 
very much fro- the rood-ratured placid deneanour of 
the paretic; and in epilepsy, the inter-paroxysmal 
period is usually free froln evidences of disease, 
in paresis this is not the case as the paretic 
Sy-:Mt07-1E, are continuous. 
SYNCOPE. 
An attack cf s-nco--)c my he -istaken for epilepsy, 
especially in-heat-prostration, 7Ther some ri-idity 
attends tme loss of consciousness. The duration of 
such a state the condition of the pulse and colour 
however, will easily clear u-P any doubts u-on the 
part of the oh server. The existence of such a cause 
should Fiso be considered, and the fact that usually 
the epileptic paroxysm is sudden. While a feelinF 
of depression and feebleness precedes the fainting 
attack, should he re-c-hered. The points of differ- 
ence ,na..7- he expressed ir tahular form as follows:- 
EPILEPSY -SYNCOPE. 
1. Loss of consciousness 1. Loss of consciousness 
sudden. follows a feeling of 
faintness. 
cj 
2. Period of complete un- 2. Unconscious t'-2rouc;hout 
consciousness usually short no convulsions. 
3. The existence of aurae Z. The existence of pre- 
of a well defined type. lii1inar1 vanzle prostra- 
ion, rr-,usea, and irrefl- 
ular action of the heart 
4. Often involuntary dis- 4. Quite rare or never. 
char7e fron the bowels and 
bladder. 
5. Patient usually falls 5. After sliiflt weakness 
into a heavy sleep or is patient is anxious and 
indifferent after convul- worried, and cuickly 
sion. seers relief. 
It is ho:ever, only in cases of the petit mal that 
real difficulty dr dia:Tnosis is encountered. 
TOXAEMIA. 
Poisoninr- by lead and alcohol and certain blood 
stabes associated with kidne7,- disease ray cause 
pileptiform convulsions and stop short at L' at, or 
be continued to the establishment of true epilepsy 
- so far, at least, as clinical manifestations and 
illt-1--ate results -o - after the apparent removal of 
Ten alcohol is the cause, it is 
O. 
Eonerally sufficiently obvious; the convulsions 
appear after a debauch - save the relationship between 
cause ard effect tere ma be notbinn to distinrEuish 
tl-e- fro-1 ordinary epilepsy. 
As renards uraeOnic convulsions, there is a pre- 
vious 7-ister7 of renal disease -:rich ts-te -,icroscope 
and tests reveal, and clinically t' ere is ante- 
cedent headache, sol.a stupidity, and not i-freci,ently 
thickness cf speech and scfinelence. 
The corvnlsic-rs cf lead poisoninr are usually easy 
to recognise; their character is established by the 
accw-panyir'T physical sin, sucb as colic, wrist- 
drop, blue lire on tbe (-u7.1s, and tbe history of the 
case. 
VEETIGO. 
There are lieht forlrls of auditory vertio ,Tay 
resey-,,le v.3rtiineus epilepsy. In te forner t'7ere 
is never loss cf ccs,sciousness, and he patient refers 
to he rotary character cf the dizziness. In addition 
there will be a history of antecedent attacks, 
tin-itis, disease of the ear, and a certain constancy 
whicb is not a feature of Joe petit mal. 
SIMULATION. 
It is no very unco=cr tbirp7 to find epilepsy 
cl 
siuulated by malingers, and sonetimes the Skill of 
the subject is so 7reat as to even deceive the-prac- 
tised eye. Prisoners, soldiers, and bears may 
counterfeit an enileps7, and To throur with great 
personal sufferin,:- to accoTplish their purpose. The 
simulator rarely bears close watc7Ti-nr. T7Te'dilation 
and contraction of the pupil cannot be si-:.ulated, 
or can the c6rneal or pupillary insensibility. 
The malinr:erer cannot voluntarily c7:-..a371:e his colour, 
as is the case inLtrue epilepsy, and, as a rule, the 
thumbs of the imposter are never flexed as they should 
be. Sugyestions for a purpose. are readily heard, ard 
son.e-ti7les adopted, "ay te apprently unconscious man. 
Another valuable.point of differentiation lies 1_7. 
the tore and degree of Tuscular contractions. The 
imposter can reproduce tonic better-t7Tan clonic 
contractions. By firrilly 'raping the bare arms of 
t:7:.e patient during the clonic period of contraction, 
it will be found that in genuine epilepsy the contrac- 
tions are short, Sharp, reEular, liytnir7-like, and 
powerful in deree, as compared v:ith those voluntarily 
produced by the fraud. Pressure over the sUnraorb- 
ital nerve causes hi' -to wince, but has no effect 
upon the real erilleptic. 
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disease. Some authors formulate this more fully when 
they say that the duration in itself does not make 
the proTnosis worse, hut t77e nurTher of seizures in a 
7iven the possibility of a cure is Treater 
wPteil an epileptic subject-has experienced, say, 
4.v.relve i the year than w7-en tere have been 
e.hundred and twenty. If thre 're ber, more than 
five .,.undred SiZ17:TeS, the nrospectt of reucvery is 
hopeless. 
Opinions are ;t variance with reard to the 
siFnificance of very 1or intervals; on the whole 
they may be taken as favourable. Whether the attacks 
ThELIYPen day or night can scarcely beof importance. 
The character of the separate- seizures, whether the 
haut mal or the petit mal, does not - at least in the 
writer E opinion,- alter the proFnosis with reference 
to curability. In viw of the variety of partic- 
ular etioleFiCal i,-fluences, they are obviously of 
great and very different value in proE7nosis. Those 
cases have always been rerarded as -'avouraIlle in which 
a peripheral cause produces tha eilepsy, for here, 
of course, the curability of this itself comes to be 
a question of first moment. But even if the con- 
dition just named exists, one must always be quite 
9 
circumspect if tbe epilepsy has already existed for 
a lonr- time, and we cannot count implicitly upon 
restoration to health. Central causes render the 
prognosis var- unfavourable. Still if one does not 
have to deal with material lesions, but -dth mental 
influence uerely, the outlook assumes a so-ewbat 
better character. Hereditary epilepsy is esteemed 
incurable, Herins and Reynoldd's exceptions notwith- 
.. 
standinF. The pro7nosis of epilepsy has been rfreatly 
improved since the introduction of te bromides into 
the.terOeutics of the disease. Absolute recovery 
persistinF!: ten, fifteen, and twenty years is rare,: 
but ameHoration is f equent. Psychical epilepsy is 
less rehellious to treat et than vertiinous apileps 
The later is stubborn to a hir-Th devre. A sin7,1e 
attack of epilepsy is al7ost never fatal Of itself, 
but the status enilepticus is very likely to terminate 
fatally, and every at ack undoubtedly leaves sce 
harmful trace. The natural termination of epilepsy 
is in deentia. Death uy occur - besides the status 
epilepticus - throuFh vascular accident, suff..-cation, 
or other physical mish004f durin7 a fit. Confirmed 
epileptics ,:ay Er7etimes 77,e advanta7eously and profit- 
ably employed in "epileptic colonies"; he disease 
5' 
7.ay not s7:iorten life or alo.rie.70 77sefPlness (provided 
tIle fits are at lon -,tarvals) or reative te 
existence of rntal of a Li h 
TREAT7E 7 T. 
GE:TIT AL T. Pd ,1A.T.E.Ti1 TT . 
REMOVAL OF THE CAUSE. 
This is o-.7-iousl i-,,2crtart o.rC s77or.lr_7, if Dossibl 
be effected as a preliirary to 7-erral 'Icasures.Thus 
the cordition of the interral cr7ans sc1d dilie1t13 
The enquired irto, esT)ecially as reFardi te stovaach 
and fntestines. Even in adults el:pulsion of worms 
__,y lead to a cure, the ':Icre so-in children. 
As constiption freuent17 leads to a recurrence of 
the fits 17 certain pesons, reFulaticn of the bowels 
aperients yell be instituted. Ir cases 
of auto'-irtoxicationastric antisepSis is advisable. 
As epilepsy -Jay be t]:e re.sult of a diathetic Talady 
like out or diabetes, tee should rot escape atten- 
tion, per enould periT)72eral lesions, affections of 
the ear and t7c_c: orans, ro r3,71 4.- 
The occurrence of an epileptic fit in a person 
the subject cf syphilis is all::ays a serious :rater. 
this :ay happen durirr the tertiar:, stage especially, 
arc t1e treatent 1e active as te irdication is 
urgent. Charcot recc=erds the TAxed treatrient in 
lar/7.; doses, in the fcrn of mercurial inunctions of 
9 
frcrn.21- to three drachms, !:,.7d_ cf pcasi, i 
to ;-= drachs, Frecluent antiseptic irriTations 
of the mouth should be practised to prevent stomatitis 
In cases where mercury is not tolerated )y the stomach 
recourse may be had to hypoderaic injections of 
mercurial preparations; the injections should be deep. 
and made in reFions rich in fat, such as the dorsal 
and eluteal; they should, moreover, be under 
riorous antiseptic precautions; for they are 
iritatinr: and to cause alpscesses., The 
treatment should te continued until the attacks cease; 
afterwards it may te resurred every fortnir,,.ht with 
intervals cf the same length of time. Aetrict 
attention to open air exercise, mental relaxation, 
etc., should be prescribed. 
When the convulsiors are due to tr,-u-latis-:: 'inv21v- 
in7 a nerve trunTh we may try revulsives, then denu- 
dation of he nerve, stretchin7, or section, if 
necessary. Tine chances cf success will be much better 
t'he earlier the interference before- the nervous 
syste7 has, as it were, accluired the habit cf convul- 
sive manifestations. So, too, the removal of foreir 
bodies fro. the ear or the nose, as well as the detacl- 
tent of nasal polypi, may lead to te disappearance 
cf the fits. In temporary obstruction of the Eus- 
F 
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tachian tube with compression.of the labyri:h result- 
in from the vacuum in the typanic cavity, insuffla- 
tions of air th.rourt the tube are very effective in 
suppressin7 the vertirtcus attacks which often afiend 
auricular epilepsy. Errors of refraction nrast be 
treated on iz;eneral principles, and by one specially 
experienced in these ano7alies'. 
DIET 
There is no specific diet for epileps:!, and there 
is no for -7 cf foci that can be assined as a cause of 
epilepsy. The disease, however, appears to hear an 
im-Lortant relation to the nutriment in,7ested, for 
where the diet is carefully regulated the number of 
attacks are usually lessened. This is particularly 
true of children. The indication is to 8ive only as 
-:iluch food as the patient can easily diet and assir,l- 
ilate, and to allow sufficient time to elapse between 
feedings for him to utilize and excrete what he does 
not absorb. When this is not done, attacks ;r-- be 
provoked by irritatinE.: siThstances in the bowel, by 
the absorption of to.-xic substances from the intestinal 
canal, or hy the accumulation of the w-oducts of -1-Jeta- 
bolis71 in the body. 
In elDileptic colonies no particular diet is uded 
IOU. 
1,ut t:He a-:lount and variet,y of food are so reulatea 
as to secure the best results. Tie followin is te 
dietary of t'ne Craic Colony cf Mileptics, New York, 
and is similar to t'Jlat ir, vou.e ir other institu- 
tions for t77a care and treatment of epileptics:- 
Sunday:- 
Breakfast; E-s, Coffee, ',:read, butter. 
Dinner; Soup, roast-bef, -reetal)les, corn-stare 
puddin, custard sauce, bread. 
Supper; Tea, cookies, apple sauce, bread, 
butter. 
Mon day. 
Breakfast. Rolled oats, Coffee, bread, butter. 
Dinner; Soup, 1:uti_on, potatoes, rico, puddin 
bread. 
Supper. E..a or baked potatoes, tea, prunes, 
bread, butter. 
Tuesday. 
Breakfast; Stewed potatoes, Coffee, bread, butter 
Dinner. Meat-stew, potatoes, vcretables, sac- 
'bread. 
Supper. Corn T)read or mush with syrup, tea, 
1-:read, butter, apple sauce. 
We 
Breakfast. Rolled cats, coffee, bread, butter. 
ICI. 
Dinner. Soup, roa; . .-b I -_a ti' , e d p c': at c e s 
, 
tables, -flreac. 
Supper. Boiled rice, créìï.:TherN, cheese, tea, butt 
T_-, .?rsda,í . 
/y Br;al:fG.ú: . E u Cff- . ',Tread, ,-tt,_,r 
, `-- 1 




Breakfast; Rolled oats, Coffee, bread, 'cutter. 
Dinner. Soup, fresh . fish ('a':_ed) or cod-fish, 
oilCd )otutues, steii ed to' :atoe$, 
elatin puddinT, bread. 
Supper; Macaroni and cheese, tea, bread, butter, 
dried peaches. 
Saturday. 
Breakfast. Stewed ,ctatoes, e;`:s, coffee, bread, 
butter. 
D nner. Irish steer, apple, sauce, bread. 
Supper. Hot corn bread, tea, baked potatoes, 
.clyded peaches, butter. 
Vegetables used. 
Potatoes beats beans, peas, parsnips, celery, 
onions, corn, spinach, carrots, tdnatees, oyster 
plant. 
The diet of children should consist largely of nil' k, 
and also include cereals and fruit. In older persons this 
diet is not advisable except as a temporary measure. For 
the latter meat should be allowed only once a day, 
unless, on account of excessive manual labour or becau e 
of a weakened Condition of nutrition the patient espec 
Tally requires it. "ilk, cereals, bread, vegetables, and 
fruit should make up the rest of the dietary. Patient 
'should be instructed to take only digestible food, in 
'regular meals, and in moderation. They shuuld be adv 
seed to eat slowly and masticate thoroughly. For the 
'regulation of the diet, in a stricter sense, very posi five 
indications are sometimes presented to us, as in prono4n- 
c ed anaemia and plethora. 
!Smoking. 
This should he .prohibited in the case of young 
'epileptics. Adults have been known to indulge in tobacco 
with advantage. Cigarettes are positively injurious. 
r,?arri,ge, 
Marriage, though nut actually harmful, does not 
improve the epileptic condition, and there is always the 
risk of the disease being given to the offspring. 
Rest and Recreation. 
Light, rut exhausting mental efforts and the avoi- - 
dan_ce as far as possible, of emotional feelings, are 
essential adjuvants in treatment. T t is quite wrong 
to forbid mental work entirely to epileptics; on the 
contrary, a moderate quiet exercise of the mental facul- 
ties is, as a rule very advantageous. The same is tru e 
It w 
of physical labour; walks and simple gymnastic exercis:s, 
free from danger, are very good for patients, only the 
must not be carried to complete fatigue. Epileptics 
usually improve by making a mere change in their mode 
of life, where, e.g. instead of a sedentary indoor lif 
they have taken to gardening. 
Epileptic Colonies and Institutions. 
uld be foreign to the purpose of this essay to enter 
fully into this question. It is fully dealt with in 
Letchworth's admirable work on the "Care and Treatment 
of Epileptics." Special "Colonies" and institutions 
now exist in various parts of the world, and in them t 
general principles above described are idealised. 
The social condition of epilepticg, in view of 
their large number (estimated as i to every 500 inhab- 
itants if this country and of America) , is a problem o 
the highest interest and importance. The distinction 
between dangiraeous and harmless epileptics is not alway 
easy to make. It can never be asserted that a patient 
of this class, who has been previously quiet and inoff-n- 
sive, may not become violent at any moment. A 1rge 
number of these patients, elren when they are exempt fr m 
mental disturbances, are obliged to give up their pri- 
fession on account of their convulsive fits. Even if 
they are able to assist in their maintenance, they st' Jl 
become a charge on their family or the public. They 
would be sufficiently assisted if they were furnished 
simply the means of following their vocation at liberty 
in surroundings adapted to their infirmity and interested 
in tolerating it. Many would be benefited by the color 
plan above named. At all events t'iey should be collec- 
ted in hospitals and not in asylums. In practice a 
large number are nevertheless admitted to the latter; 
for being unable to get assistance, in hospitals tithe 
than remain without any help they prefer to be treated 
as insane. 
Epileptics who have frequent attacks or fits foil 
ed by mental disturbances and intellectual weakness, 
and those 'suffering from idiocy or inbecility, are pro 
p erly cared for in insane asylums. Tn the large asylu s 
in which such patients are numerous i t is best to 
bring them together in a special section, for they .re 
ften a source of annoyance to other patients and qu ar- 
relsome. Violent epileptics should be laaced under 
restraint. 
Y 
MID? CALi TREATMENT- 
Treatment of the Attack. 
Obviously it would be of considerable importance 
if we were able to ward off each individual seizure. 
Unfortunately, this is practicable only in rare cases. 
It is wholly impossible in cases where the paroxysms 
break out suddenly; the full paroxysm may sometimes be 
prevented, but only in cases where some consider::.ble 
time elapses prior to the loss of consciousness, and 
where the prodromata precede it for a length of t ime. 
This can be accomplished by having recourse to measur 
which are largely empirical and often employed by 
the 
s 
patients themselves after they have learned by experier ce 
to recognise the significance of the premonitory signs 
Thus when the aura consists of a peripheral sensation, 
such as a cramp in an extremity, the attack can often 
be arrested by a constriction of the limb above the 
seat of the sensation. Sometimes a strorn_g ligature is 
required to obtain this result, bat:_sometimef constric- 
tion with the hand effects a similar purpose. Certain 
patients whose fits are preceded by a uniform mental 
re, resentation may avoid the attack concentrating 
their thoughts upon sume other subject. Cases of this 
kind have been interpreted as a proof of the , ossible 
influence of the will upon epileptic discharges. Tn 
other instances the manipulation to be performed for 
the prevention of the attack has no bearing upon the 
aura, and success is obtained by a mere accident. One 
attack is arrested b$ compression of the supraorbital 
nerves at their points of emergence from the skull, 
another by the application of cold, by the inleotion 
of sume cold liquid, by energetic whipping etc. 
Formerly compression of the carotids was proposed with 
this object but never met with favour. 
Inhalations of such anaesthetics as chloroform, 
ether, and nitrite of anvil have been recommended for 
cutting short the paroxysms, but these agents, aside fron 
the fact that their absorption is too slow to produce 
a useful effect may sometimes themselves provoke an 
attack. When the convulsions have commenced, there is 
mouthing, with rare exceptions that can arrest them. 
The only measures to be taken are those of preventing 
harm to the patient, . such as injury and suffocation. 
When warned of the impending fall by the pallor of th 
face he should be protected as much as possible from 
the shock, be placed horizontally upon his back the 
head bent somewhat backwards, and he should becrestrai 
ed in such a way that the violent and repeated movemen s 
may not result in convulsions. The clothes should be 
loosened, especially around the neck. The windows sho '1d. 
be opened in order. to lessen the difficulties of res- 
piration as much as possible by a supply of pure air. 
Cre should be taken of epile? -tics during the night 
as a considerable number of them die of suffocation 
during their nocturnal seizures, being strangled eithe 
by their clothes, or by pressing their face against 
the pillow, or perhaps by being rolle up in the bed 
coverings. Close supervision is, therefore. indispen- 
sable when nocturnal fits are anticipated. Death by 
suffocation may also occur during the mxiescular reactio 
of the stage of stertor, owing to the dropping of the 
tongue of the upon the superior aperture of the larynx 
in the dorsal position. The head, therefore, should be 
inclined sideways so that the tongue may fall forward 
by its own weight. 7 t may be necessary $o resort to 
artificial respiration. The sleep which follows the 
fit should be left undisturbed. After an attack cancer 
trated food should be given. 
Status E)ilegticus. When this occurs the patient 
should at once be removed from every source of excite- 
ent; all noises must be shut out, the e room darkened; 
:nd when '.he regains consciousness between the attacks 
ov.ement and speaking should be prohibited. Mechanical 
easures for lowering arterial pressure (ligature of 
the lowerolimbs, large blisters, etc) may prove 'Useful. 
arious measures have been proposed for the status 
epilepticus. The bromides, even in large doses, are 
far from producing their usual effect in this condition 
Little advantage has been derived from the use of an- 
aesthetics, It is important to counteract the debility 
in this state by artificial feeding. 
Drugs._ 
The BromidesF -; 
Bromide of potassium was first specially 
advocated by Trousseau and Debreyne for epileptic man- 
ifestations. Some praise it as a sovereign remedy 
against the disease.; others say they have observed 
scarcely mare than transient benefit frèm it in isola 
cases; the majority, however, :lace the drug, at all 
and 
events higher than all anti- epileptics1in the writers 
opinion of more service than all other remedies. Some 
cases appear to have been cured; others resist any 
action of the remedy- the disease remaining entirely 
unchanged; a third, and this the largest number, exper 
i enc e a more ob less Marked improvement. Bromide of 
potassium makes the seizures less frequent, as a rule, 
and where they have previously been frequent, extends 
e3 
the interval to several months or longer, without thei 
then. recurring in accumulated numb ,)rs or greater inten- 
sity. Even this result is of extraordinary value, in 
view of the frequent failure of our other remedies and 
measures of treatment. The arrest of the seizures 
sometimes coincides with the very beginning of the 
treatment, which is scarcely the case with any other 
remedy. T t i s true they sometimes set in again at once 
if the remedy is omitted; but frequently the mental 
disorders of epileptics undergo a decided improvement 
at the same time, so t'iat patients may even return to 
a normal condition from a state of commencing imbeeili 
The mode of action of the bromide may: here be passed 
over for it belongs to special works on pharmacology. 
Special eyiphas s on the other hand should b e laid on 
the mode of employment. All observers are agreed as to 
these two points, that the remedy must b given for as 
long a time as possible continuously, and in large dos -s. 
In .adults we begin with a drachm .a day and increase to 
twice that amount; when there is great toleration of tie 
drug even five drachms .may be given in the twenty -four 
hours. It is of course, mnderstood that there must be 
breaks in its administration if the well -known pathol- 
ogical accompaniments set in, such as disturbances of 
the digestion, diarrhoea, ache, and furuncles. When 
of great intensity they may occasionally necessitate a 
complete withdrawal of the 7emedY. 
Other Bromides. The bromides of sodium, lithium, and 
ammonium have been used in epilepsy with good results; 
Y. 
a9. 
The combination of-several bromides is said to be pro- 
ductive of better results than the exhibition of any 
single bromide, but proff of this still remains to be 
furnished. Mention should also be made of the bromides 
of Camphor, arsenic, calcium, zinc, gold, and stronti 
the last -named is the least productive of gastric dis- 
turbance. The bromides, especially that of }otassium, 
have been frequently combined with ot',er drugs such as 
belladonna, opium, and codeine; but these eom0/nations 
in nu way supércede the single drug. 
Hydrotherapy. 
This constitutes a valuable adjunct to the bronlid 
treatment. 
Electricity. 
Althails was a strong advocate of this measure; 
he particularly advocated transverse galvanisation of 
the mastoid apophyses. Fischer believes in general 
faradisation. The galvanic current is now chiefly 
eMployed, and may be brought to bear upon the head or 
the sympathetic nerve, in the former case the current 
is passed obliquely from the frontal region to the 
root of the neck. 
Serumtherapy. 
Ceni (Rev. of Yeurol. and Psycheat., May, 1903) 
believing that some toxic irritating cause, probably f 
a chemical nature and elaborated by the organism must 
be of capital impott in the tittymillation of an epile 
tic fit,' has inctected epileptics with serum derived 
from other sufferers from the same disease. His exper- 
iments still_ require confirmation and have led to no 
new treatment of practical application in this disease. 
SURGICAL TREAT EP; T, 
Sometimes brilliant results are reported in connes 
tion with trephining and other surgical measures, es- 
pecially in cases of focal epilepsy. In idiopathic 
epilepsy removal of the motor cortex has been tried in 
those cases in which an aura suggested a local origin 
e.g., in a centre for a particular group of muscles. 
The results have naturally been less encouraging than 
in Jacksonian epilepsy Indeed, almost any surgical 
o? eration will diminish or check the epileptic attacks 
for a time. Thus simple venesection has been known to 
relieve a severe case for many months, and by this 
the results ascribed to various operations may in grey 
part be explained. Other points in connection with th 
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